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The annual DAS Student Graduation and Achievement Awards Ceremony is a celebration.
It highlights the successes and achievements of students with dyslexia not only in terms
of academic performance but also their strength and resilience to improve and overcome
their learning difference. 173 students will graduate from the Main Literacy Programme
(MLP) having attained a competency in literacy that will facilitate their success in school
and their overall learning journey. And a ma jority of these students have been funded by
the Ministry of Education.
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ANG MO KIO
LEARNING CENTRE

Lucas: After attending DAS lessons, I have shown much improvement. The teachers have been
very patient with me through the years and I am grateful for that.
Noorsaidah (Educational Therapist): Lucas has always been a cheerful student who never fails
to boost up the mood of any class he is in. He welcomes suggestions for improvement with an
open mind. I am sure this positive trait of his will be of great help to him wherever he goes.

LUCAS YAP BING HAN

Zurairah: I like coming to DAS as my teacher is always kind, loving and fun to be with. She has
never given up on me and teaches me till I understand. I have learned not to give up easily. DAS
has allowed me to be more confident in my spelling and reading. I will miss my teacher, friends
and the jokes that we share in class
Rebecca Shalinah (Educational Therapist): Zurairah is a pleasant pupil who is willing to learn.
She speaks her mind and is ready to help people around her. She has shown great improvement
in her literacy skills in her journey with DAS. She is a creative learner who thinks out of the box.
I wish her all the best in her future endeavours.

AL-AMIRATU
ZURAIRAH BINTE
HAZAKEAN

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
• SEE KAR YEE DANIEL
• MUHAMMAD QAMARULARIFIN BIN YUSOP
• RASITHA D/O RAJAH
• TAN LI BING TIFFANIE
• LEE KAI LUN MARKUS
• NOR AISHAH FITRIAH BINTE NORIZHAR
• YONG XIN YI
• KOH EN XI KARIANNE
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BEDOK

LEARNING CENTRE
Zi Yang: I have learnt a lot while in DAS for the past few years. I find attending DAS class really
helpful and with Ms Hani's help I have passed most of my examination in school. With DAS, I am
able to read and spell longer words correctly. Ms Hani has really been a great help and I am really
grateful to her.

YAP ZI YANG

Hani Zohra Muhamad (Educational Therapist): When Zi Yang first came to me, he presented a
quiet and an unassuming student. Despite a late start to literacy intervention, Zi Yang picked up
well on phonics and became a fluent reader and speller within two terms. This contributed to his
improved school results, confidence and esteem - he was more participative in class discussions.
Although Zi Yang started off secondary school at the Normal Technical stream, he was promoted
to the Normal Academic stream after his S1 mid-year exams. This is a testament to Zi Yang’s
tenacity towards persevering in school. Zi Yang has shown that indeed, you reap what you sow.
Zi Yang, continue to be relentless in the pursuit of your goals. Victory presents itself to those who
are motivated and driven. I am proud of you and wish all the very best in your future endeavour!

Jun Yan: DAS is fun and the teachers are helpful. Over the years, DAS has helped me in
reading complex words that I have never learnt before and boost my confidence tremendously.
The teachers understood how I feel with dyslexia but advised me not to take it as a setback but
as a motivation towards my studies. Once again, I would like to thank all the teacher who have
taught me through the years.

YE JUN YAN

Hani Zohra Muhamad (Educational Therapist): Jun Yan is a jovial student who participates
actively in class. He demonstrates good general knowledge when issues are discussed during
writing and comprehension tasks. A comical student, Jun Yan livens up the class with his
animated ways of sharing viewpoints. Over the years, Jun Yan demonstrated increased verbal and
written vocabulary knowledge – a testament to his ability to put to practice what he has learnt.
Jun Yan has certainly found the formula towards progression academic success. Jun Yan,
continue to be relentless in the pursuit of your goals. Victory presents itself to those who are
motivated and driven. I am proud of you and wish all the very best in your future endeavour!

Sebastian: I have been in DAS for 6 years. One thing I will always remember is my first teacher
who taught me for 4 years since the day I joined DAS. I learned how to read better. I hope that I
can get into Temasek Poly’s aerospace engineering.
Nur Alia (Educational Therapist): Sebastian is a quiet student with dreams of his own. He
has the motivation to learn in class and works hard as he wants to do well in all of his subjects.
Continue putting in the extra effort to do better, Sebastian. Remember to strive for continuous
improvement rather than perfection.

YONG CHONG HAN
SEBASTIAN

Jue Zeng: I’ve been in the DAS for 6 years. I’d like to thank my teacher for being the most
patient, kindest and funniest in my whole journey here. She’d help me every time I’m not sure
how to spell or complete my work in class. Thank you for everything you’ve done!
Hakimah (Educational Therapist): Jue Zeng has matured nicely through the years into a
sensible young man, who puts in great effort and perseveres in his work at all times. With his
good attitude and capabilities, I believe that he will go far. Don’t be afraid to dream big, you can
achieve it!

CHIA JUE ZENG
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BEDOK

BEDOK

LEARNING CENTRE

LEARNING CENTRE

Alden: In DAS, I have learnt a lot of ways to help me with spelling. The most memorable part
of DAS is my friends – I truly enjoyed learning with them as well as performing with them for
Speech and Drama. I will certainly miss all my friends and teachers very much.

Zi Wei: I joined DAS when I was in Primary 5. DAS has helped me to improve my English. I can
now spell more words. I have also made improvements in my vocabulary. For that, I am thankful
to my DAS teacher who has been teaching me for the past 5 years.

Hakimah (Educational Therapist): Alden is caring and sincere towards his friends. He learns
quickly and has made good improvement over the years. He must continue to be confident in
his potential and believe that he is capable of achieving anything he puts his mind and effort to.
Congratulations and best wishes for the future!

Amrit (Educational Therapist): Zi Wei is a bright young man who takes responsibility for his
own learning. Zi Wei has worked hard and has made significant progress in his vocabulary. It has
been a great joy teaching Zi Wei and I wish him all the best in his future endeavours. Strive on,
Zi Wei!

ALDEN ANG

TEO ZI WEI
Nasiruddin: I started DAS when I was in Primary 3. During that time, I didn’t know how to read
and spell. My teacher in my primary school encouraged me to join DAS. It is because of DAS that
I have made improvements in my reading and spelling. I feel more motivated in learning now as
my teacher teaches me new strategies and ways to cope. Thank you to all my teachers who have
taught me.

Zi Yi: I have been in DAS for 6 years and learnt a lot of useful spelling rules which have helped
me in spelling and pronunciation. I would miss a lot of the friends I met here and Teacher
Hakimah who has been extremely patient throughout these years. Thank you for everything.

Amrit (Educational Therapist): Nasir is a diligent student who puts in good effort in every
assigned task. His willingness to work hard is highly commendable. Over the years, Nasir has
not only made progress in his literacy skills but also gained confidence in voicing out his
thoughts. I am so proud of all that he has achieved and I wish him all the best in his future
endeavours! Keep on striving, Nasir!

Hakimah (Educational Therapist): Zi Yi is an enthusiastic student who enjoys sharing his
views, is eager to learn, and is highly assionate about his interests. He is also kind and
considerate towards his friends. As he advances to the next phase in life, I wish him the best
in his future pursuits!

MUHAMAD NASIRUDDIN
BIN MUHAMMAD AKBAR

TEO ZI YI

Kylie: At Primary 1, I started my conquest to improve my language. I knew it would be a great
challenge. I remembered walking into Parkway Parade Centre and looking at the walls. It was
decorated with all kinds of words that I thought would take me years to understand. Being only 8
years old, I felt intimidated by the words. When I started my lessons at DAS, I found the teachers
to be friendly and patient as they took the time to work with me. Years down the road, with the
fun and interesting lessons, my language has finally improved. Thank you DAS for improving my
language!

David: I would like to thank DAS and my parents for supporting me all the way. I also made
many new friends. Now I am a bit more confident in spelling and reading. I hope everyone has a
good life ahead.
Karen (Educational Therapist): David has been an active member in NPCC and one of his
aspirations is to venture into videography. He is a cheerful and participative student in class.
Continue to strive for your dreams, David. As the quote goes, “Optimism is the faith that leads to
achievement”. Nothing is impossible if you set your heart and mind to it.

SU KEWEI DAVID JR

KYLIE SHANNON
TJIPTO

Ting Xuan: What I like about DAS is that there is a teacher who helps me in my spelling and
reading. She is teacher Karen. She is a kind and caring teacher. I had a nice time in DAS.I learned
to break up words when I did not know how to read or spell.
Karen (Educational Therapist): Ting Xuan enjoys creative Arts and one of her aspirations is to
join the design industry. She is a persevering and determined student who is motivated to
improve herself. Continue to strive in your efforts, Ting Xuan. As the quote goes, “Do not limit
your challenges, challenge your limits”. The sky’s the limit!

TAN TING XUAN
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Amrit (Educational Therapist): A sensible, friendly and polite student, Kylie gets along very well
with her peers. With her sense of humour, she brings much joy and laughter during class
discussions. It has been a pleasure teaching Kylie and I wish her all the best in her future
endeavours. Strive on, Kylie!

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
• MOHAMED INDRA KESUMA BIN MOHAMED SAMIR

• CHUENG JUN REN

• LIM KAI HON OWEN

• TEO YI JIE

• FATIMA TUZ ZAHRA BINTI NAZHAR
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BISHAN

LEARNING CENTRE
Cher Sheng: I have been in DAS since 2012. During these 7years, I have learnt many skills that
has helped me in my English and Chinese. At first, I was lazy to come for class as it was
normally after school. However, after a while, I have gotten fond of coming to coming to class as
it was fun and I have many friends. I would like to thank Teacher Ros and Teacher Li Dong for
teaching me.
Rosalyn Wee (Educational Therapist): Cher Sheng, you have many gifts. Don’t give up when
the going is tough. Remember to work hard and persevere. I am going to miss eating breakfasts
with you, talking about life and seeing you grow. Looking forward to seeing what you will be up
to next!

NG CHER SHENG

Aaron: I have been in DAS since Primary 5, which has been 6 years. This year I will be
graduating, it have been a fun few years as I have meet new friends and teachers. I hope after
graduation, I can meet them again.
Rosalyn Wee (Educational Therapist): Aaron, you have come a long way from the first time I
knew you. You have become more matured and responsible. I am very proud of how far you have
come. Continue to work hard and keep on striving!

AARON CHING
TSE HEAN

Li Ting: I have been in DAS since Primary 3 until now which is about 7 to 8 years. DAS has
definitely helped me a lot in my English from a fail to a pass. I would like to thank Teacher Ros
for being a fun and nice teacher.
Rosalyn Wee (Educational Therapist): Li Ting is a very disciplined and hardworking person
even when she was younger. She tries very hard in all the little things that she does. I am very
proud of you and how far you have come, Li Ting. Remember to always be confident and believe
in yourself!

CHIA LI TING

Marcus: I have been in DAS for 2 years now and it has helped me a lot from improving my
English to learning sounds to different ways of planning compositions. I can still remember the
skills clear as day. I would like to thank Teacher Ros and Ms Cheryl for teaching me different
types of skills to improve.
Rosalyn Wee (Educational Therapist): It has been a blast teaching you in class. You have
made the class lively with your positivity. Remember to always believe in yourself. You are given a
task because people believe that you can do it so be confident in yourself!

MARCUS LEE
KAH SENG
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BISHAN

BISHAN

LEARNING CENTRE

LEARNING CENTRE
Jade: My difficulties in spelling and reading made studying a tremendous struggle for me. In
primary school, I was always failing in my spelling tests and was unable to differentiate between
“d” and “b. I look forward to going for my weekly DAS classes to learn new sounds and concepts.
This place gave a sense of comfort and assurance to know that I was not the only one with
difficulty. To me, DAS is filled with many memories, especially the supporting and caring
teachers whom I’m very grateful and thankful for. I would have not overcome my learning
difficulties without their help.

Niveetha: I didn't have the confidence to read and write before coming to DAS. A special thanks
to Teacher Ros ,who has extended herself to be more than a teacher. She has been my mentor
since I was in Primary 5. Now, I can easily get an A in my English. I thank all the teachers for
helping me.
Rosalyn Wee (Educational Therapist): Dear Niveetha, it has been such an honour and blessing
watching you grow into the young woman you have become today. You just have to remember
to have faith in yourself and believe that you can do it. Be brave and work hard!

Adrienne Lim (Educational Therapist): Jade is a good natured, amicable and very likeable
student. Always with a smiling face, it is always a joy to have her in my class. Her enthusiasm
and eagerness to learn has allowed her to well in class and in school. Jade definitely has a bright
future ahead of her and I wish her the very best!

JADE R
CHANG CHYAN'EE

S V NIVEETHA

Gabriel: Before I came to DAS, I had difficulty understanding, reading and spelling words. My
first teacher in DAS helped me a lot, she was really patience with me as I always take a long time
to grasp the concepts. At times I felt really frustrated as I would take a long time to study and
remember. But my teachers at DAS have taught me many useful skills to cope with my learning
disability. Now I am more confident and am really grateful to my teachers who have guided me
along this learning journey.

Ryan: I joined DAS in sec 1. DAS thought me how to spell words that I don’t know how to spell
and learn how to read hard words. I thought DAS was a boring place but it is actually quite fun.
Lastly, I would like to thank my Teacher who taught me over the past 4 years.
Rosalyn Wee (Educational Therapist): Ryan, you are an extremely fast worker, but you just
have to remember to be more careful to check whatever you are doing. It has been a pleasure
teaching you and all the best to your future endeavours!

GABRIEL ANG
HENG KAI

RYAN WANG RUI ZHI

Leonard: I have been in DAS for many years since Primary 6. I improved in my writing since I
came. I would like to thank Ms Jia Hui, Ms Cheryl, Ms Nicole and Ms Ros for teaching me.

Sakeenah: DAS has really help me a lot in term of my language and my understanding in
English. I am grateful for all the teachers who have taught me before and always supporting
me to do well.

Rosalyn Wee (Educational Therapist): This year, you went through a lot of struggles and
hardship, but I am proud of you for persevering regardless. You can capable to do so many
different things, but you just need to remember to work hard and you will get there. Remember
to keep an eye on your goals and strive hard!

Nur Farahin (Educational Therapist): Sakeenah has been an absolute pleasure to have in
class. She works hard and tries her best. She needs to find her interests to showcase her true
ability. I am certain she will be able to excel and be more confident when she finds what she is
truly passionate about.

AKEL SAKEENAH
BINTE NASIR

LEONARD TAY JUN JIE

Daniel: When I first entered DAS, I had a feeling of fearful, hopelessness and lost as I thought
I was a "loser" because I was one of the weaker students as my foundation was weak. However,
DAS has helped me to grow confidently in presenting myself as a whole to everyone.

Jeremy: I have been in DAS for as long as I can remember. When I came to DAS, I thought
DAS was not fun until I experience the fun. I want to thank all my teachers who helped me and
taught me how to pass my English exam and teach me how to spell word in das but in school I
cannot spell.

Nur Farahin (Educational Therapist): Daniel is a respectful and polite boy. On top of that, he
exhibits excellent leadership quality. He has shown a great drive to improve his language ability
throughout the past few years and has never failed to put in his best efforts.

Rosalyn Wee (Educational Therapist): Jeremy is a very diligent individual who tries his best to
remember what he has been taught to improve. I wish you all the best in your future endeavours!

LAU ENG KIT, JEREMY
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Adrienne Lim (Educational Therapist): Gabriel has an easy going personality who is an
amicable and very likeable student. He is able to get along even with the most difficult student.
Always with a smiling face and jovial attitude, he has made the lessons more fun and enjoyable.
It has been my pleasure to have him in my class. His enthusiasm and motivation to learn will
lead him to succeed in life. Gabriel will definitely have a bright future ahead of him and I wish
him the very best!

DANIEL LIM DENG KIAT
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BISHAN

BISHAN

LEARNING CENTRE

LEARNING CENTRE

Kevan: I am excited and looking forward to my graduation. Through DAS, I have learned how
English can be broken down to parts and pieced together. DAS has helped me to improve my
spelling and English.

Javen: I like DAS because I can make new friends and I can learn new things every week. I feel
that DAS is a place where I can be myself and I do not need to act like someone else.
Nicole Chua (Educational Therapist): Javen has come a long way since primary school. He has
developed confidence and affable personality that is a joy to be around. I have such a lovely time
having him in class and I hope that he will continue to exude such positive energy to the people
around him.

Nur Farahin (Educational Therapist): Kevan has come a long way since he first started. He has
grown to be a fine young man full of potential. There is no doubt that he will excel in the field he
is going to apply in if he continues to be passionate and driven about.

KEVAN TANG ZHE WEI

JAVEN OW JUN SUNG

Manson: I started out at DAS Jurong Point feeling nervous meeting new friends and teacher.
Teacher Mathana is by far the best teacher I know. I’m gonna miss my teachers really badly after
leaving. Thank you for being in this career of education and teaching. I love you all teachers.
Lilian Yue (Educational Therapist): Manson always strives to give his best in all endeavours.
He always encourages his peers not to give up and cheers them on with his positive vibe. Manson
learnt to overcome his distractibility and often encourages his peers to stay focused. Soar into
the sky with your dreams held high, Manson!

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
• NG ZI YANG JOASH
• AIDAN JOSHUA REGINALD

MANSON KONG
ZHE LIANG

Sarathi: Starting out in DAS I was nervous, I was stupid. But my DAS teachers never gave up on
me. Not even one of them. I started learning independently. DAS classes were fun and caring.
I want to prove my improvements to my teachers. They can make my life better.
Lilian Yue (Educational Therapist): Successful and unsuccessful people do not vary greatly in
their abilities. They vary in their desires to reach their potential. ~ John Maxwell. Tame your
wandering mind and keep your focus, just like aiming for the goalpost in a penalty shootout.
The results determine your win.

SARATHI S/O
KALAIVANAN
Nicholas: In my past 9 years in DAS, I have enjoyed myself thoroughly and have learnt new
words, vowel teams and spelling patterns. It is because of DAS that I am now able to spell and
read. In DAS, I have made new friends and learnt new words like ‘fatigue’. I have learnt a lot
from my teacher and friends. I will really miss everything about DAS.
Nur Ashikin (Educational Therapist): Nicholas is an expressive student who always tries his
best in class and presents a positive attitude towards learning. He has no qualms asking
questions whenever he is intrigued about something or is unclear about the newly taught
concepts. His curiosity would be his key to success as he will find all ways to get an answer.
Thank you Nicholas for never ever giving up in class and I sincerely wish you all the best in
your future endeavours!

NICHOLAS WILLIAM
BEAN
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CHUA CHU KANG
LEARNING CENTRE

Dennis: I have been in two DAS centres since upper primary. The teachers I had since then have
helped me a lot with improving my spelling in school. I have also made some new friends along
the way.
Monica Adler (Educational Therapist): Dennis a matured and calm student who is a pleasure
to talk to. I had the opportunity to cover his class for another Educational Therapist when he was
in Primary 5. I then started teaching him last year. I wish him all the best in his future
undertakings!

DENNIS SOON ZHI XIAN
Jolin: DAS has helped me improved my English and it has been very fun attending the lessons.
My spelling and reading has improved and now I am able to read and spell by myself with
minimal help. Moreover, I am passing and doing well in my English. I am grateful to my DAS
teacher who has helped me tremendously over the years.
Madinah Begum (Educational Therapist): Jolin is an active ongoing presence in my class.
Her cheerful nature and openness to feedback means she is always learning and growing as a
learner. She is the just the kind of driven, engaging and curious student that helped make my
classroom a lively environment and safe place to take intellectual risks. I wish her all the best in
her future endeavours!

NG KAI XIN JOLIN
Harish: In DAS, I have learned a lot of things that can help in my English. The teachers have
been kind to me and have taught me patiently. I would like to express my thanks to all the
teachers in DAS for teaching me and my classmates for always being there. It has been a fun
experience.
Madinah Begum (Educational Therapist): Throughout the year Harish was an active
participant in our discussions, and he always supported his peers. His caring nature and
personality allows him to work well with others and he always respects others’ opinion even
when they differ from his own. I am certain that he is going to continue to do great and
creative things in his future.

HARISH S/O
CHANDRAMOGAN
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CHUA CHU KANG
LEARNING CENTRE

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
• MUHAMMAD DARWISY BIN SULEIMAN
• LEE KHAI LING JOANNE
• ANG SI EN NOEL
• FOO JIA YING MICHELLE
• FARHANA D/O THAMIMUL ANSARI
• IFFAH BAHIRA BINTE MOHAMMAD SHAARIN
• MD. OMOR FARUQUE SAYEM
• MUHAMMAD SYAFI ZULFAKAR BIN RIDHWAN
• LEW WEI WEN JEREMIAH
• HO AN JIE
• INDAH SOFIA BINTE LUFTI
• LEE MING FUNG SEAN
• WOO ENHUI SAPPHIRA
• LEE MING EN DAMIEN LUCAS
• TAN YAN JUN MARCUS

Next page to see reflections from graduates
from DAS Chinatown Point
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Zoey: I first came to DAS at the age of 11. At that time, I was failing my subjects, and had
lost my confidence. During my 5 years here, the teachers have patiently coached me in reading,
spelling and writing. My subjects improved, and I was surprised that I scored better than expected
in my exams. I thank my teachers for encouraging and teaching me. Without them, I would not
have come this far.

Galvin: I want to thank all my teachers who have taught me, and also thank myself for doing
so well.
Beatrice Sim (Educational Therapist): Galvin is a diligent student who puts in effort to learn
and apply the concepts taught to him. I am proud of what he has achieved!

GALVIN NG JIN YAO

Beatrice Sim (Educational Therapist): Zoey is a hardworking student who tries her best in
everything that she does. She often asks questions and clarifies when in doubt to make sure
that she understands and is able to apply whatever she has learnt. I am proud of what she has
achieved!

ZOEY SEAH ZIYI

Howe Jun: I learned a lot of useful techniques in DAS to help me pass my English. DAS also
helped me to remember what I have forgotten in primary school.
Hui Yee (Educational Therapist): Howe Jun has been a conscientious and diligent student,
giving his best in every single lesson. His positive learning attitude and affable
personality has brought great joy to his classmates.

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
• TAY YI LING EILEEN
• SEAH YEW HUNG SPENCER

ANG HOWE JUN

• KOE WEE ZHENG KEAN
• LEUNG NANG KIT RAFAEL
Stella: It's been an enjoyable journey in DAS. Practicing spelling and card drills helped my
English improve a lot.

• LIM DAUREEN

Hui Yee (Educational Therapist): Stella has been a driven and motivated learner who tries her
best in overcoming the challenges faced. Through the years, she has adapted the skills taught in
DAS well to assist her in her studies in school.

• LIM HONG DA KAYDEN
• MAK KERNG MUN
• CAMERON PETER WARREN

STELLA KOH
KONG LENG

• TIFFANY PICARD
• KOH YANG JIE ISAIAH
Kenji: I really enjoyed all these years in DAS and through all these lessons my English has
improved a lot. Thank you for giving me such an opportunity to better myself.
Hui Yee (Educational Therapist): It has been a pleasure to teach Kenji who has shown
consistent improvement in his learning and displayed remarkable tenacity in striving hard for
his studies. It is heartening to see him grow as a student.

• FONG YUN XI
• YEO WEN LE MAESON
• BRYCE EMMANUEL SIM

KENJI CHIA
QI XUN
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JURONG POINT
LEARNING CENTRE

Syazwan: DAS has provided me great assistance in making learning better and fun. Back then,
when I was younger, I couldn't read or talk well like my other peers in school. However, DAS
allows me to gain confidence and hone my creativity skills which makes me the person I am
today. Now, I have changed a lot and feel much better to accept my true self. Not only that, I also
make new friends and teachers there. Also, I would like to thank my teachers and parents who
have helped me so much. Once again, thanks to DAS for encouraging me throughout my learning
journey!

NUR SYAZWAN BIN
MUHAMMAD ZULKARNAEN

Nuraini Salleh (Educational Therapist): Syazwan is a learner who takes initiative and always
shows his willingness to learn and try new things. Despite facing challenges, Syazwan is able to
maintain his composure and tries his best to complete the given tasks. Keep up with that positive
attitude in learning and I wish you all the best in everything you do. You have made your parents
proud and congratulations on your graduation, Syazwan!

Trina: Through the years of learning in DAS, I have improved a lot in my English especially in
spelling and writing. I learn many new words and how to spell them in every session. My teacher,
Ms Zaiton Bakir will patiently explain the meaning of words and tasked me to write a sentence
with it. I particularly like interacting with my classmates here.
Zaiton Bakir (Educational Therapist): Ling Si Jia Trina shows good attitude and progress in
learning. She always eager to tackle tasks assigned independently. She is generous and cares
about others. Well done and congratulations, Trina. Wishing you success in your future
endeavours.

TRINA LING SI JIA

Nur Hadirah: Prior to joining DAS, I could not read or understand certain words. Now I’m not
only able to read and understand them but also apply the words in sentences correctly and
meaningfully. My pronunciation and writing have improved through the years. I would like to
thank my teacher, Ms Zaiton Bakir for patiently teaching me all these years.
Zaiton Bakir (Educational Therapist): Nur Hadirah Zakirah is a conscientious and polite
student who determines to improve herself. She is a responsible girl who accepts tasks assigned
willingly and place others’ interest before her own. Nur Hadirah Zakirah shows good interest in
learning and has progressed academically. Well done and congratulations, Nur Hadirah.
Wishing you success in your future endeavours.
NUR HADIRAH ZAKIRAH
BTE HAZLEE
Vijitha: When I first came to DAS, my command of English language was bad. Years passed,
my proficiency in the language improved especially in spelling and writing. I learned a lot from
the teacher who taught me. I got acquainted with new friends here who now became my good
friends. I’m very thankful to my teacher, Ms Zaiton Bakir who assisted me a lot from the start
of my learning journey. Her dedication, patience, strong beliefs and understanding enables me to
progress further.
Zaiton Bakir (Educational Therapist): Vijitha, a lovely, conscientious, polite and responsible
student who has shown good improvement. Her leadership qualities and selfless attitude are
commendable. She empathizes with the plight of others and never declines any request for help.
Well done and congratulations, Vijitha. Wishing you all the best in your future endeavours.
Soar high, future success awaits you.

VIJITHA D/O
KALAIVANAN
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Zheng Hui: I first joined DAS about five years ago. At first, I was not very good at reading and
spelling. Now I find reading and spelling much easier and I am also more comfortable with
writing compositions. I want to say thank you to teacher Catherine for teaching me.

Pei Ling: Throughout my journey with DAS, I’ve learned to overcome my difficulties such as
reading and writing. Attending DAS lesson allows me to be more aware of my weaknesses and
improve. I’ve noticed that I am slower in reading paragraphs in comprehension and therefore in
DAS lesson, I learned to tackle the problems that I’ve been facing and aim for improvement.

Catherine Yap (Educational Therapist): An exemplary student who is regular and punctual
for classes, Zheng Hui pays attention in class. Thus, he has made good progress in his English
literacy skills. Friendly and helpful, Zheng Hui is also adept at assistive technology, helping out
frequently with IT matters and devices in class. I wish him all the best and that he will continue
to be diligent and responsible in all that he does.

Mathana (Educational Therapist): Pei Ling has been my student since she was in Primary 5.
She has made tremendous improvement in her studies and is now a responsible teenager who
takes her studies very seriously! All the best for your studies and may you achieve your dreams
Pei Ling!

GOH ZHENG HUI

NEO PEI LING

Edison: After attending the classes in DAS, I understood the meaning of Dyslexia and realised
that I am not the only one with this reading disability. Over the years, I have learned new
strategies to strengthen my literacy skills and have developed greater self-confidence. Thank you
DAS for your guidance.

Sharik: I have learnt many new things such as breaking up words and how to pronounce them.
My teacher always tells me that I am a very good student as I have learnt how to spell. I want to
get a good GPA score of 2.6 so that I can go to ITE College West!

Durgeswari (Educational Therapist): Edison has shown tremendous improvement over the
years. He is a pleasant, hardworking and responsible student who is genuinely motivated to learn.
In addition, he actively participates in class and group activities. I wish him all the best in his
future endeavours!

Mathanah (Educational Therapist): Sharik has made a huge improvement ever since he joined
the DAS. Being his teacher, I have seen his progress. He is a well-mannered who is keen to study.
I am proud of you Sharik! Continue to work hard and became a chef that you want to be!

EDISON ANG YI BIN

MOHAMAD SHARIK BIN
MOHAMAD RASIDI

Zuhair: Attending the lessons regularly in DAS has helped me to better manage the given tasks
in school. My grades have improved and I feel more confident. I would like to thank my teachers
and my parents for their guidance. Without them, I will not be where I am today!

Ryan Teo: I enjoy going to DAS because am i feel happy and grateful to all of you at DAS for
help and perseverance in helping improving my English. I am profoundly and eternally grateful in
accommodating me into your programme even though at that time there were no slots.
My English was very poor before I came into your programme. Now that I am into my final year
of N-level I hope I can achieve a good result and I will come back to visit.

Durgeswari (Educational Therapist): Zuhair has shown remarkable improvement over the
years. He has constantly displayed increased willingness to focus and complete the tasks assigned
to him in class. In addition, he approaches new challenges and tasks with motivation, eagerness
and confidence. I wish him all the best in his future endeavours!

Mathana (Educational Therapist): Ryan has been a very committed student. He attends all the
classes and tries his best to complete the given task. He gets a long very well with his peers and
teacher. Always a fun to teach! All the best for your N-level and your future Ryan!

MOHAMMAD ZUHAIR
B ZAMBRI

RYAN TEO HONG JUN

Ryan Ng: Initially, I was very nervous and reluctant to attend the lessons in DAS. However, I
found myself benefiting tremendously from the programme. My grades started improving and I
was able to read and spell difficult words independently.
Thank you DAS for guiding me throughout these years.

Brandon: I joined DAS about six years ago. Then I was weak in English and could not spell and
write well. I have made many friends and I enjoy the environment at DAS. Thank you to teachers
Mathana and Catherine for teaching me all these years and helping me improve in my English.
Catherine Yap (Educational Therapist): Brandon is a mature teenager and a fine student. With
near perfect attendance, Brandon attends class punctually, and pays attention and gets down
to tasks promptly. He has made good progress in his English literacy skills. I wish him all the
best and that he will continue to display the same commitment and dedication in all his future
endeavours.

BRANDON CHUA
YUN JUN
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Durgeswari (Educational Therapist): Ryan has shown significant improvement over the years.
He is a very pleasant, courteous and polite student who always completes the given tasks in a
timely manner. In addition, he often attempts to overcome the challenges with persistence.
I wish him all the best in his future endeavours!

RYAN NG YAN TEE
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Frederick: DAS has helped me improve my reading and understanding of passages. This has
helped with my school work and exams. I enjoyed meeting new friends and I am happy to
graduate with them.

Hansly: It was fun to be here at the DAS. My reading is better. I can understand more of what I
read now. I also like to write and spell, now. Teacher Sumathi is kind and fun! She has helped me.
Thanks Teacher Sumathi.

Vidya (Educational Therapist): Frederick is attentive and well-behaved. He is responsible
and completes tasks timely. Although he initially had difficulty verbalising his thoughts and
structuring sentences, his perseverance and positive attitude has enabled him to improve
gradually. He is also easy going and well-liked by his classmates. Best wishes Frederick!

Sumathi (Educational Therapist): I am so fortunate to have Hansly as my student. He has
taught me precious lessons of resilience that will forever be with me. Hansly has grown to be an
amazing individual who is enthusiastic, all grit and determination. My wish is for him to have a
bright future.

PEH JUN JIE HANSLY

FREDERICK TWA
ZHENG YU
Zeng Pin: I used to be pulled out from class in school. I initially didn’t understand what DAS was
for. Now my spelling and writing has gotten better and it has helped a bit with my exams.
I enjoyed computer-based lessons the most. I’ll miss some of my classmates when I graduate.

Gordan: I would like to thank everyone in DAS for the past 5 years in Jurong Point. It was a
memorable experience with Ms Rebecca, Ms Mathana and Mrs Jane. They were the ones who
taught me for the past 5 years. I want to thank my classmates who support me and teach me.
I hope I can come back and see you guys! Thank you.

Vidya (Educational Therapist): Lessons with Zeng Pin were always entertaining. He is a very
expressive and creative storyteller. Over the years, he has worked hard to improve, especially in
spelling and writing. He is an understanding individual who is well-liked by his classmates.
I hope you discover your passion and excel at it!

Rebecca Lim (Educational Therapist): Gordon is a conscientious and kind student who is
motivated to learn. He is also friendly and has always been a joy to teach. Gordon has shown
commendable progress through the years. Wishing you success in your future endeavours,
Gordon. Continue to dream big & work hard! We believe you can!

ENG WEI HAN GORDON

KEH ZENG PIN

Sharon: Classes at DAS have helped me with my reading and sentence structure. School work is
now easier. I really enjoyed group work with my classmates. I will miss them a lot. I wish I could
continue coming to DAS for life. It is always good to keep learning and improving!

Foo Yang: My time at DAS has been enjoyable. Over the years I learnt many valuable things
about the English language that have helped me to express myself correctly. I also got to meet
lots of great people whom I’ve made great memories with. I'm also grateful for the teachers who
guided me throughout my 7 years here.

Vidya (Educational Therapist): Sharon is a polite and pleasant individual. Over the years she
has learnt to come out of her shell and try new experiences. She has a very strong desire to learn
and always gives her best. This has enabled her to improve gradually. Well done Sharon, all the
best!

Pratyusha Sridhar (Educational Therapist): Foo Yang is a diligent student with an excellent
attitude towards learning. Through the years, he has grown not only in his language ability but
also in maturity and character. I am proud of the sensible and responsible young man you’ve
become Foo Yang and I wish you the best for the future!

KWAN FOO YANG

SHARON LIM BAOYI

Ming Le: I am having mixed feelings about graduating from DAS. On one hand, it relieves me
from the busy weekend schedules. On the other hand, I would miss the great journey learning
with my teacher and friends. Learning about tackling English with phonetic strategies and
grammar rules, together with lots of practices, had really helped me by making examinations
easier for me. Having such strong foundation, I feel that I am now more prepared to continue
further improving my command of the language independently.

Mazleena: It was fun meeting new friends at the DAS, especially during events like the movie
screening. I will remember my teachers, Ms Yao and Ms Vidya, for their nagging. DAS has helped
me with my reading and it is now easier for me to understand comprehension passages. Thank
you DAS!
Vidya (Educational Therapist): Mazleena is diligent and meticulous. She has a positive learning
attitude and shows perseverance during challenging tasks. She is easy-going and gets along well
with her classmates. She is also polite and a good listener. It was a pleasure teaching Mazleena.
Wish you nothing but the best!

MAZLEENA BTE
MAZLAN
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TOH MING LE

Joanne Tan (Educational Therapist): Ming Le had come a long way, from the quiet boy in
class who tends to provide one word answers to a student who would always be ready and never
hesitates to share his personal thoughts in class. It is my honour to have been with him through
these changes, both developmentally and academically. I am proud of the person he has become;
one who always seeks to understand gathered information before drawing his opinion. I am sure
such critical thinking skills would benefit him and propel him further in his future. All the best in
your future endeavours, Ming Le!
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Levin: It has been a tough journey with different classmates throughout my 8 years in DAS.
There were days which I felt like cursing this place for making me wake up and sacrifice my
Sunday mornings but, contrary to this, I actually enjoyed the time I spent here because of my
classmates and teacher. Needless to say, the things I learnt here have really helped me improve in
the grasp of the language, such as decoding skills. These are important to me.
Joanne (Educational Therapist): Throughout the years supporting him, I am pleased with the
gradual but consistent improvement Levin had made. With a keen learning attitude, he raises
questions whenever in doubt and takes time to process his thoughts because he would only pen
down the best ideas. All the best in your future endeavours, Levin!

LEARNING CENTRE

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
• TAN TONG ALTHEAS
• LEE JUHN HWEE
• SUJAAN KAUR SANDHU

LEVIN KWEK

• TEO SHI HAN KENDRICK
Glenson: I am grateful to DAS for helping me with my English throughout the 6 years here. I
used to fail this subject in my primary school years but I had gained confidence when I started
passing in secondary school. With these improvements, I feel that I have prepared myself for
future tertiary course in engineering.
Joanne (Educational Therapist): Glenson has shown gradual but steady improvements in his
command of the language since I started working with him 6 years ago. Throughout these years,
we have also been working on skills beyond the academic work, which includes social skills and
verbal skills. It is great to hear him sharing positive stories from school. I am sure his confidence
would bring him further in his future. All the best in your future endeavours, Glenson!

• LOKE JARYL
• WONG SHI YUN VERNICE

• CHUA EN YI DANTE
Megan: DAS has helped me improved my spelling significantly. Teacher Zaiton’s love and strong
support nurtures my passion and love for reading and writing. She constantly encourages me to
write well and participate in any local and international writing competitions for youths. Teacher
Zaiton develops my love for literature and the arts.
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• EMELINA BINTE ABDULLAH

• TAN KAI-HON THADDEUS

GLENSON TAN
TECK SEN

MEGAN WEE YEE SUAN

• LEE XIAN HONG JACK

• TAY JING DA SAMUEL
• LEOW CAI LING HERLISHIA

Zaiton Bakir (Educational Therapist): Megan Wee Yee Suan is a bright, lovely and
well-mannered girl who is blessed with great literary talent. She is a diligent and conscientious
student who never fails to write exceeds expectations for any writing tasks given. Her exceptional
writing defines her. Congratulations Megan! You have done me proud. Brace the world, Megan.
You are a gift to the literary world which awaits your presence and contributions. Your voice,
your words, your stories and the characters you’ve crafted come alive and gripped readers. They
are likened to delectable savories to readers’ palate. My wish, may one day you will be standing
tall alongside the literary giants of the world. I am happy of your achievements and wish you my
very best for your future success.
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Ryan: I would like to thank all my teachers in DAS for helping me improve my English. When
I was in Primary 1, I would always fail my English. When I entered DAS in Primary 4 or 5, my
English started to improve and for the first time, I got the most improved student award for two
years in a row.
Amanda Tan (Educational Therapist): Ryan is a friendly student who is essential to the
dynamics in class. He invests much effort into the quality of his written work. At the same time,
he enjoys the company of his friends. It is the very definition of “Work Hard, Play Hard”. It is
heartening to witness his growth over the years. I wish him all the best in his future endeavours.

RYAN LOO WAI MUN

Benjamin: I will like to thank my DAS teachers for helping me over the years. They are patient
with me and did not give up on me. When I need help, they will always help me. They also know
my learning style and they will try their best to help me.
Amanda Tan (Educational Therapist): Benjamin has matured and shown much improvement
over the years. It is heartening to witness his growth. He has shown much self-discipline and
determination in achieving greater heights. I wish him all the best in his future endeavours.

BENJAMIN SO
HONG YANG

Nerine: I feel that the lessons have helped me to become better at spelling and it’s also helping
me to perform better during exam. My teacher is nice and cares about us. If we have any
problems, she will make time to listen to us.
Shau Wah (Educational Therapist): Nerine is a pleasant girl who is keen to learn. She has
made good progress during her 4 years at DAS. She was relatively shy when we first met. Now,
she is able to mingle and interact well with her peers.

NERINE TAN
JIA WEN

Vivian: Attending DAS helps me to improve in my English during these few years. I have
improved a lot, thanks to Ms Lee. The lessons help me to be more confident in achieving good
grades during the exam.
Shau Wah (Educational Therapist): Vivian is eager to learn to improve in her command of
English. She takes pride in her work and has progressed well in her literacy at DAS. It has been a
joy teaching her.

VIVIAN CHEW
LI LING
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Farhana: I would like to say thank you to all of the teachers that have taught me throughout
the six years I have been in DAS. I learned a lot and improved a lot over the years. At the DAS,
I learned and had fun at the same time. I like to go to DAS and I learn more about the current
affairs because in my regular school, I am not really aware about the news. I will miss going to
DAS every week.

Menagathiruvalluvar: Attending DAS for the past few years has greatly helped me in my
studies. The skills and strategies gained from the lessons have enabled me to be more confident
in my school work. I will certainly miss my friends and teachers as they’ve made my journey at
the DAS a wonderful one.

Amanda Tan (Educational Therapist): Farhana is a hardworking student who gets along well
with her classmates. She has always invested much effort in her work and showed great
enthusiasm during lessons. Teaching her has been a pleasant experience. I am glad that she has
long decided on the path to take towards her future career. I wish her all the best in her future
endeavours.

Serena Abdullah (Educational Therapist): It is extremely heart-warming to see the progress
Thiru has made over these years - from a non reader to a boy who is now able to read more
words and books comfortably. With a positive learning attitude coupled with clear goals, Thiru is
certainly capable of producing good results.

SHEIKHA FARHANA BTE
SHEIKH ABDUL
SATTAR SAN'ANI

MENAGATHIRUVALLUVAR
S/O NEELAGIRI

Luke: The DAS lessons helped me acquire Writing and Reading Comprehension techniques.
I would like to thank Mr Melcher for making his lessons very entertaining and Ms Serena for
making her lessons very informative.

Henry: Receiving support at the DAS has helped me in my studies. Now that I've graduated, I will
certainly miss my classmates and teachers, all of whom have been a part of my learning journey.

Serena Abdullah (Educational Therapist): A boy belies his age, Luke is an independent and
mature boy who takes pride in his work. He is also a boy who loves to read and ask questions
whenever he is in doubt. An extremely participative and witty boy, Luke never fails to make any
debates/discussions in class lively and engaging. Indeed, it has been such a great pleasure being
part of Luke's education journey.

Melcher Tan (Educational Therapist): Henry is a conscientious student who has a positive
attitude towards his learning. He is an independent individual who will be able to achieve his
goals if he puts his mind to it.

TAN WERN JUN LUKE

HENRY CHEW YU XUAN

Kah Boh: I have grown a lot from DAS. I learn how to write compositions and I learn a lot of new
words these 2 years. I enjoyed my time here very much. DAS helps me to understand what I want
to be in future. The teacher also explains to me about the different courses in ITE.
Amanda Tan (Educational Therapist): Kah Boh has matured over the last two years. He has
developed discipline and the motivation to excel in his academics. He actively seeks to mentor
his juniors and counsel his peers. It is heartening to witness his growth. I hope that he continues
this momentum and seek for continuous self-improvement in future.

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
• QIU YUNHAN JESLYN

CHAN KAH BOH

Sarah: When I joined DAS, I was in Primary 4. When we were having lessons, we played
spelling games. I have been in Miss Amanda class for about 5 years. I want to thank my teacher
for teaching me all of these years.
Amanda Tan (Educational Therapist): Sarah embodies the very definition of perseverance and
determination. It is with much hard work and effort on her part that to witness the
improvements that we have seen over the years. I really enjoyed teaching Sarah. I hope she
continues to persevere in her future endeavours.

SARAH KOH SIEW QI
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Boaz: DAS has provided me with many opportunities to cope with my dyslexia. I am eternally
grateful for my journey at DAS. The teachers have supported me greatly through this journey,
especially with my Math and English. I have grown to become a more confident learner. Thank
you for the support DAS!
Tarsheeni Tania Rajoo (Educational Therapist): Boaz has been a pleasure to work with. We
have seen each other grow through the years and I could not be prouder of the hard work and
determination that he has displayed throughout. I’m excited to see him achieve greater things in
the years to come. All the best, Boaz!

BOAZ LAI SEE ON

Ian: My experience at DAS has been a pleasant and enjoyable one. I have learned many skills that
could be applied in many areas of my life. I am grateful for the effort the teachers have put in to
help me with my dyslexia. I will miss my experience at the DAS. Thank you for nurturing me!
Tarsheeni Tania Rajoo (Educational Therapist): Ian is a diligent student who sets realistic
goals for himself and always puts forth his best efforts to achieve them. I am confident that he
will achieve many successes in his life. It has been my utmost pleasure working with him. All the
best, Ian!

IAN CHUA

Sherianne: My journey at DAS began when I was in primary school. Ever since, my experience
at DAS has been fruitful. I have made friends and acquired new skills which were helpful for my
English language. I enjoyed going for classes and benefitted from what was taught in class.
Tarsheeni Tania Rajoo (Educational Therapist): Sherianne is a jovial and pleasant student.
She is a keen learner who participates actively in class. She has potential to achieve wonderful
things and I am confident that she will continue to stive for the best. All the best, Sherianne!

SHERIANNE LAU
ZHEN LING
Jonathan: I’d like to thank DAS for all the learning opportunities they have created for me. They
have allowed me to understand and appreciate the English Language better. The teachers have
shown me that learning the language can be done in a fun manner. I am truly grateful for my
journey at DAS. Thank you DAS!
Tarsheeni Tania Rajoo (Educational Therapist): Jonathan is a gregarious student who has
been a pleasure to work with. He has shown consistency in his work and I am certain that he will
continue to strive for the best. It’s been a great pleasure working with him.
All the best, Jonathan!

JONATHAN TAN
YANG LIM
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Wei Wen: My journey at DAS has been an arduous but fulfilling one. It has taught me many
useful skills that has helped me with my language. I am very grateful for all my educators and
the efforts that they have put in with helping me progress. Thank you very much DAS!

Joel: I felt scared when I first came to DAS. However, I have made good friends here. I will certainly miss DAS after leaving. My advice to new students is that to attend classes regularly and
try not to skip lessons if possible.

Tarsheeni Tania Rajoo (Educational Therapist): Wei Wen has been a pleasure to work with.
Over the years, he has shown great maturity in his thoughts and speech. He has great potential
and I am confident that he will continue to tap on it and achieve great things.
All the best, Wei Wen!

Nadiah (Educational Therapist): Joel is an energetic and cooperative student who interacts well
with others. He shows respect and appreciation for people of different cultures and backgrounds
by always asking questions to deepen his understanding of certain customs. He has great
potential for his future if he puts in consistent effort.

JOEL WONG
KUANG WEI

TAN WEI WEN

Yusuf: I feel good in DAS because it has helped me improve in my English. I have also made
good friends throughout the years here and I will miss the teachers who have taught me. My
advice to the new students is to attend lessons regularly and learn as much as you can.

Linus: My journey with DAS has been very beneficial as it has taught me many useful English
skills on how to pronounce certain words, increasing my strength of English, allowing me to
apply all the things I learnt in my exams like the comprehension and reading skills improving my
English.

Nadiah (Educational Therapist): Yusuf is a cooperative and thoughtful student who always
comes for lessons with a positive attitude. He demonstrates selflessness by always offering help
to others. He fills his time with productive activities and has a strong sense of curiosity. With
good guidance, he will certainly do well in his future.

Premadevi d/o Perumal (Educational Therapist): Linus is a diligent student who has worked
hard in his lessons at DAS. He has been an engaged student who has contributed to the positive
classroom environment. He has developed a keen eye for details when attempting essay writing
or reading comprehensions.

CHAN LINUS

DAENG MUHAMMAD YUSUF
BIN DAENG MASRI

Raymond: At first, I thought coming to DAS was a waste of time. After a few years, however, I
became more engaged with the lessons here as they have helped me a lot with my studies. Not
only that, I have also made some good friends who make the lessons fun.

Jafreena: DAS helped me alot in English and also helped me in my English essays, helping me to
improve my English.
Premadevi d/o Perumal (Educational Therapist): Jafreena has put her best foot forward in
DAS, working hard at applying what she has learnt. She is an enthusiastic learner who looks
forward to injecting fun and creativity in all that she does.

Nadiah (Educational Therapist): Raymond is an independent and well-spoken student who
concentrates well in class. He has made steady improvement in his studies and definitely has the
potential to do even better. I am certain that Raymond will do great things in the future if he
puts in consistent effort.

JAFREENA FATHIMA D/O
MOHAMED JALALUDEEN

RAYMOND LIM
HAO YANG

MOHAMAD AMIRUL
HAKIM BIN MOHD JAIS
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Amirul: I feel good in DAS because I have learned a lot here. I enjoy the times spent with my
classmates and will miss all the fun during class breaks too. To all the students in DAS, I would
encourage them to attend DAS regularly and not miss lessons without reason.

Jia En: I enjoy the lessons here in DAS. I have learnt many phonics sounds that I did not know of.
It helps me alot during reading and spelling. I also learnt many writing and comprehension skills
that helped me with my homework.

Nadiah (Educational Therapist): Amirul is a responsible student who demonstrates a strong
work ethic. He is always willing to learn new things and is able to stay motivated on tasks which
are challenging for him. His diligence and unwavering focus are qualities that will definitely help
him in his future endeavours.

Premadevi d/o Perumal (Educational Therapist): Jia En is an intelligent student who has
consistently shown enthusiasm in her work. She participates in class discussions and contributes
to a positive classroom learning environment. She is open to receiving guidance and feedback.

LIM JIA EN, SONIA
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Kai Ting: DAS teachers have helped me in spelling words and phrases and also helped me in my
N-levels and essays.
Premadevi d/o Perumal (Educational Therapist): Kai Ting is a diligent student who has
consistently done her best in all lessons. She is a fast-learner and always on the look-out for
information that can tickle her funny bone or that of others.

LEARNING CENTRE

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
• MOHAMAD SUFIAN RIDHO BIN MOHD
• CHIA HONG JING
• WONG TIAN HAO

YEO KAI TING

• DHARUN BALAAJI
Jeremiah: At first, I could not understand what Dyslexia was. I knew it was something I had. I
used the knowledge that I was special to motivate myself to do better. Getting used to the card
drill was tough; remembering definitions, rules and sounds. But I applied them anyway, during
homework and examinations. This has helped me mightily.
Premadevi d/o Perumal (Educational Therapist): Jeremiah’s love for the rhythm and flow of
the English language is what has impressed me most. As a fan of literary works such as poems,
creative writing and screenplay and as a motivated individual, he will never give anything less
than his best in everything that he does. We wish Jeremiah all the best in his journey towards
his goals and aspirations.

NG JEREMIAH MATTHEW

• CHNG WAN XUAN CERIS
• ANG JING JIE ASHTON
• CHEE MEI TING NATALIE
• TAN ZI CONG JOEL
• MUHAMMAD DANISH BIN HADIRMAN
• LUM YI KAI LYNUS
• VEE HUNG CHONG VERGEL
• LEE ATHANASIUS
• LIM KAI JIE KEYES
• LIM ZI YU AMBER
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Fikri: I have been in DAS for about 4 years. Reading and spelling were challenging for me at the
start, and I didn’t understand the meaning of many words. However, my teacher Ms Puva,
Ms Suja, Ms Praba and Ms Amirah helped me through that, by building my vocabulary, and
teaching me how to spell correctly. I feel thankful for DAS.
Nur Amirah Arzami (Educational Therapist): Fikri is a very polite student who shows great
respect for his peers and teachers. In class, he was always the most attentive and participative,
due to his drive for learning. His effort and hard work is reflected in his current literacy abilities
and speech. He has a bright future ahead of him, and I wish him nothing but the best!

MUHAMMAD FIKRI BIN
ABDUL RAHMAN
Thinesh: In school, I struggled with writing and reading, until one day my teacher sent me to
attend DAS classes last year. Ms Amirah helped me with my spelling and reading, and I learn a
lot from DAS. I enjoy DAS classes because the lessons are fun and interactive.
Nur Amirah Arzami (Educational Therapist): Thinesh has had his struggles, but he never
gave up, but would ask for help instead. He participates well in class and puts in effort in his
own work. He is very talented in electrical engineering where he would always have something to
share with me. I wish him well in all that he does, as there is a bright future ahead of him!

THINESH S/O
PALINESELVAN
Rachel: When I first came to DAS, spelling and reading were very challenging for me. My
teachers Mr Andy, Ms Nithiya, and Ms Amirah helped me become better at reading as well as
math and computer skills. I feel comfortable at DAS because of its small groups, and I am
thankful for it.
Nur Amirah Arzami (Educational Therapist): Rachel is a sweet and respectful student who
has a drive for learning and bettering herself. She participated well in class and was always
armed with stories to share, which made her pleasant to teach. She does her work diligently,
and takes pride in the. I wish her well in her striving for her ambitions in the days to come!

SHERIANNE LAU
ZHEN LING
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Jia Le: I have been at the DAS for over 6 years. Ms Harsheeni’s class is fun & interesting! She
not only teaches literacy but talks about making wise decisions in life and constantly tells us to
weigh our options in life so as to avoid slipping down the wrong path and getting into trouble
outside. We will miss her class.
Harsheeni Rajoo (Educational Therapist): Jia Le demonstrated tremendous effort and growth
throughout the years. He carries a combination of optimism and the belief that he can always
improve even in the face of adversity. This is a rare yet essential skill for a young individual to
succeed in life. I am confident that he will continue to display the same commitment and
diligence in everything he does. I wish him all the success in his future endeavours!

TANG JIA LE

Harith: It has been seven years at the DAS and five years with Ms Harsheeni. She has taught me
English Literacy and I passed my English for the first time back in P4! She cares for us a lot and
shares her advice on making wise choices in life, especially at this curious age. She shares her
food and jokes with us too! I will miss her class very much.
Harsheeni Rajoo (Educational Therapist): From my first day in class, Harith has demonstrated
sheer determination in all that he does. Whether it is his studies or Hockey. He is a keen learner
who willingly learns and shares knowledge with his fellow peers. It has been a pleasure teaching
a disciplined and strong-willed young individual like Harith who stands today as a great example
for youth his age! I wish him all the success in his future endeavours!

MUHAMMAD ISTIQKAL
HARITH BIN JASMINI

Yu Jie: I have been in DAS for two years. I feel that DAS has helped me as I used to fail in
English before. Now I am able to pass in English. I also had fun meeting my friends in DAS and I
will miss them.
Nithyashree Murthy (Educational Therapist): Yu Jie is a cheerful boy who strives to do his
best in class. He is able to focus on the task at hand and it has been a pleasure to see his
growth in DAS. I would like to take this opportunity to wish him all the very best in his future
endeavours.

NG YU JIE

Geraldine: I have been enrolled at DAS for five years and have been taught by two different
teachers. Each teacher teaches a different set of skills, and I use them in my exams, helping me
improve in my English. I have also made many friends here.
Corinne Ang (Educational Therapist): Geraldine has left a deep impression on me. She is a
cheerful girl, who is passionate about social issues. Being a natural storyteller, she is able to
express herself eloquently. In addition, she has a strong drive to excel. With perseverance and a
positive mindset, I do believe she will do well in life.

GERALDINE CHAN
XINLU
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Ahmad: DAS lessons have helped improve my spelling and writing. The card drill has helped
me understand more about suffixing rules like "Drop-e" and "1-1-1 rule". I enjoyed making new
friends and getting to know them better. I want to thank Miss Lynnette for helping me buck up
my English since Primary 6.

Jeslyn: I joined DAS when I was ten years old. Through my time here, I have learned how to
focus, improve my English and understanding skills. I applied these skills in school and found
that I made progress. Overall I do feel that the knowledge I have gained from DAS has been
useful.

Lynette Ng (Educational Therapist): For the past few years of working with Ahmad, I have
seen him mature into a fine young man with a pleasant personality. He has steadily used the
skills taught at DAS towards his studies. With greater determination and perseverance, his
growth will be limitless.

Corinne Ang (Educational Therapist): I have had the privilege of watching Jeslyn blossom into
a fine young lady. Over the years, she has developed resilience and self-discipline. This is
especially evident in areas that interest her. I do believe that with her positive attitude and hard
work she will continue to thrive. Well done Jeslyn!

AHMAD MUHAMMAD
BIN SAMSUL KAMAL

JESLYN CHAN KAI NING

Arthur: To me, DAS is a place for me to learn different kind of strategies to counter the problems
that I face in English. I am grateful to have made new friends in DAS and I have always looked
forward to coming in early to catch up with them.

Joseph: I have been in DAS for 8 years and I found DAS helpful especially in my Primary years.
I have made some good friends and met some great teachers. When I leave DAS, the one thing I
will always remember is the bond I shared with my teachers and friends.

Stephanie Ong (Educational Therapist): Arthur is a cheery and reliable student. He presents
himself as a helpful individual and often motivates his classmates to do better. Continue to reach
for your dreams and I wish you all the best in your future endeavours!

Nithyashree Murthy (Educational Therapist): Joseph is a diligent boy who always tries to do
his best in the classroom. It has been a pleasure to see the progress he has made and the class
will not be the same without him. I would like to wish him all the best in his future endeavours.

ARTHUR GOH
RONG XIN

JOSEPH CHUA LE YONG

Ethan: I have been in DAS for 7 years and I feel that DAS has helped me a lot with my reading
and spelling. I have improved a lot since I started DAS and now I feel that my dyslexia is more
manageable. So DAS has helped me a lot.

Raziq: I would like to thank the teachers who have taught me and supported me throughout my
years in DAS. I would also like to thank my classmates for making me laugh.

Nithyashree Murthy (Educational Therapist): Ethan is a cheerful boy who enjoys conversing
with his friends. He has matured into a fine young man and it has been heartening to see his
progress. He will certainly be missed. I would also like to take this opportunity to wish him all the
best in his future endeavours.

Stephanie Ong (Educational Therapist): Raziq is a quiet and determined individual. He
demonstrates great potential and always works hard and puts in effort into his work. Take pride
in your dreams, I believe that you will definitely be able to achieve them all. I wish you all the
best with your future endeavours!

RAZIQ HAIKAL
BIN RIDZAWI

AW JUN LE
ETHAN NOAH

BRYAN LAY
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Bryan: It’s been a few great years in DAS. My friends always motivate me and my teachers have
made the classes very enjoyable. I’m going to miss Miss Stephanie dearly. She has inspired me to
be the best version of myself and everyday I will strive to become a better man.

Jin Ray: DAS has helped me get better in my English over the last few years. They cover
concepts that our schools may not go through with us, hence I find that useful. DAS has taught
me how to blend the letters, which made reading words easier.

Stephanie Ong (Educational Therapist): Bryan is a confident and capable individual. He is
dependable and always strives to succeed. He demonstrates great potential and never forgets to
inject humour into the class. Continue to reach for your dreams and I wish you all the best in
your future endeavours!

Lynnette Ng (Educational Therapist): It was great working with Jin Ray the past few years. He
has developed into a fine young man. It is heartening to see him steadily use the skills taught at
DAS towards his studies. I believe with greater determination and perseverance, his growth will
be limitless.

ONG JIN RAY
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Alex: DAS has helped me to pass my English and this has motivated me to study harder. I have
found good friends and teachers here. Miss Stephanie is very friendly and teaches us well. We
would often share fun conversations and she is always ready to lend a listening ear.

Dana: DAS has helped me improve my English. From a clueless girl who did poorly in spelling to
a girl who is now more confident to spell. It was a big improvement for me. I used to struggle in
other subjects as my English was poor, but now I am doing better.

Stephanie Ong (Educational Therapist): Alex is a determined individual and always strives to
do his best. He demonstrates great potential and does not give up easily. Continue to have faith
in yourself and I wish you all the best with your future endeavours!

Lynnette Ng Ng (Educational Therapist): Dana is a lovely student who has matured into a fine
young lady with a wider awareness of current affairs and general knowledge. She is inquisitive
and shows diligence in using the skills taught at DAS towards her studies. With greater
determination, her growth will be limitless.

ALEX ONG ZHI XIANG

WOON JIA WEI DANA

Khalis: I was so frustrated when I could not read many years back. I didn’t know the difference
between letter ‘b’ and ‘d’. DAS classes helped me a lot with mastering the English language. DAS
teachers are awesome because they know my strengths and weaknesses. My friends in DAS are
supportive and always encouraging me to give my best. Thank you DAS and Ms Lifah.

Jun Hao: I am glad to have joined DAS because I met nice friends and teachers who have helped
me to improve in my studies. The teachers are helpful and often guide me in my work. Now that
I have to leave DAS, I think that I will miss them all.

Muzdalifah Hamzah (Educational Therapist): A responsible and talented young man, Khalis
takes his learning journey seriously. He values education and is very active in sports. With such
good attitude, he is a good role model for his friends. Keep on striving and giving your best
because nothing is impossible. I wish you all the best in your future endeavours!

Stephanie Ong (Educational Therapist): Jun Hao has a quiet disposition and is a
methodical individual. He works hard and puts in effort to improve himself. Continue to strive
for your dreams and I wish you all the best with your future endeavours!

MOHAMED KHALIS BIN
MOHAMED KAMAL

TEO JUN HAO

Jin Ting: DAS has helped me to improve in my English subject, starting from the basics. Going
through the drills has helped me in my reading and understanding better by breaking down
words e.g. discourage, with prefix "dis-".

Aubrey: It is an enriching journey for me all these years in DAS. I’m fortunate to have an
amazing teacher, Ms Lifah, who has been teaching me for 7 years. I truly appreciate how she
would spend time asking how was our day before each lesson. My grades have improved and
thank you to Ms Lifah and DAS for this memorable experience.

Lynnette Ng (Educational Therapist): For the past few years of working with Jin Ting, I have
seen her grow into a fine young lady who now has wider awareness and general knowledge. She
has steadily and diligently used the skills taught at DAS towards her studies. With greater
determination, she has it in her to achieve her dreams!

Muzdalifah Hamzah (Educational Therapist): Time truly flies! I can still remember the first
day that Aubrey walked into my classroom; over the years I’ve watched him blossom into a
compassionate young man with good manners. Aubrey, I want you to remember that nothing is
impossible when you have sheer dedication and perseverance. You are the best example of it!

ONG JIN TING

AUBREY HILARY
MOK MING HUI

Irfan: When I first started out in DAS, I was very shy and quiet. Coming for DAS classes has
given me the opportunity to interact and communicate better with my friends and teachers.
Ms Stephanie Hooi and Ms Lifah have provided great guidance in terms of my school work and
exam preparations. Thank you to my teachers and friends!

Cedric: I have been in DAS since P4. In these few years, my English has improved. The card drill
and suffixing rules helped a lot for my spelling because each week, as we kept repeating the rule,
it made me remember them better. It has helped me in decoding words.

Muzdalifah Hamzah (Educational Therapist): Irfan is a well-mannered and hardworking
student. Over the years, Irfan has grown into a confident young man who loves to keep himself
fit and healthy. With a positive attitude towards learning, Irfan is on the right track to scale
greater heights. Continue to strive, no matter how hard things may get. Believe in yourself!

Lynnette Ng (Educational Therapist): Cedric is a wonderful student who has matured into a
fine young man with great leadership skills. It is great to see him apply the skills taught at DAS
towards his studies. With great resolve, I believe he can achieve whatever his heart desires.

CEDRIC SIM JUN YU
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BIN NORZEHRAN
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Joylyn: Dyslexia has always been a hurdle in my life. Attending DAS helped me a lot and through
this experience, I made unbreakable bonds and unforgettable memories. As the saying goes,
when life gives you dyslexia, go to DAS. Now, Joylyn is signing out. Piece owt~!

Zachary: My journey in DAS has helped me to improve my reading and writing skills and it has
helped me a lot in my studies. I am able to read most words using the method DAS taught me to
cut the word then it will be easier to read the word.

Charis Chiong (Educational Therapist): It has been my joy to be part of Joylyn’s learning
journey, and her positive attitude, personality and heart for others would definitely help her
through her life and her educational journey. Continue exploring, learning and loving people! I
know and believe that you will be able to do well!

Charis Chiong (Educational Therapist): Zachary has shown himself to be sharp-minded and
able to excel in the things he is interested in. He has also shown the ability to overcome hard
things with time and effort. Continue to use the things taught to you, and keep using English!
All the best in your future endeavours, Zach!

JOYLYN TAY JIE YING

ZACHARY CHIA
WEN JUN
Chee Mun: My time in DAS was one of my best 7 years as I’ve been with great teachers who
have made learning fun and engaging. DAS has helped me with my problems with English and
made it easier for me to do my work.

Justin: I am so grateful to have a great teacher like Ms Charis. I have learned a lot from her, and
it has helped me to improve my English and other subjects. My life in DAS is memorable and
unforgettable. I can never forget the good times I have in DAS.

Charis Chiong (Educational Therapist): Christian has a pun-tastic mind and I believe if he
were to invest time and energy into the things he would like to do, he can definitely use his
abilities to fulfil his dreams. Take heart in your progress in the small things too, I know you will
do well!!

Charis Chiong (Educational Therapist): Justin has shown significant progress over the years
and both his parents and I believe that he has shown himself to be capable if he puts in more
time into his work. Continue to work hard and find the balance for the things your future life
brings to you! All the best!!

JUSTIN NG SHI HUNG

NG CHEE MUN
CHRISTIAN JONATHAN

Jun Hong: I feel that my journey here has been a good experience because Teacher Charis has
tried to work on my weakness and makes class fun. I have made friends here but I hope there
will be a science program in the future.

Reynold: My experience in DAS was like any other normal tuition and a bit fun. It helped me in
spelling and pronouncing my words.

Charis Chiong (Educational Therapist): Jun Hong is an open child who is able to do more than
he can imagine if he puts in time into it. Keep doing your best to use the things taught in class
and don’t lose touch with English and reading! I wish you all the best!!

Charis Chiong (Educational Therapist): Reynold has made progress in his understanding and
literacy abilities. It is also heartening to know that he has plans for his future. I wish you all the
best, Rey, as you devote yourself to your chosen industry! As long as you put your mind to it, you
can do it!

LIM JUN HONG

REYNOLD LEE ZHAN YI

Jolin: My journey in DAS has been memorable for me as I get to learn how to communicate with
my friends and teacher well. I also have encountered new things, like sound drills, card drills,
phonics, metaphor and many more and it helps me with my writing.

Elgin: I have had a fun learning experience in DAS. I have been able to meet people with the
same abilities and problems like me. Improving my grades while having fun is the best!

Charis Chiong (Educational Therapist): Over the years, Jolin has shown that she can excel if
she puts in time into her literacy abilities, and is better at her English than she thinks. Continue
to try your best in managing all the things put your way, and you will indeed emerge victorious
over your challenges. All the best!!

JOLIN TANG MEI YUN
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Vishnu s/o Ragunathan (Educational Therapist): Elgin is a well-mannered and disciplined
student. He puts in lots of effort when it comes to his tasks. I wish him all the best!

ELGIN TAY JING HAN
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Shalom: DAS has helped me improve my grades at school. I always learn something new in my
class. I feel like I have accomplished something in life.

Alham: My experience in DAS was very meaningful and a great one. I was in DAS since Primary
3. So far the teachers have always been understanding towards me and I always feel comfortable
around them. I also get along well with my classmates despite our occasional quarrels.

Vishnu s/o Ragunathan (Educational Therapist): Shalom is a hardworking and attentive
student. He is always eager to learn and is respectful to his teachers. I wish him all the best in
his future endeavours.

Winnie Wee (Educational Therapist): It has been an absolute pleasure of mine to be a part of
Alham’s journey in DAS for the past 7 years. Despite his difficulties, he tries his best in his
academics and continues to remain positive and help guide his peers along well. I am really
proud of him and I wish Alham all the very best in his future endeavours.

MOHAMED ALHAM BIN
MOHAMED AHNAFI

SHALOM LIM KIM YANG

Chin Yang: I have been here since Secondary 1. I have learnt how to break down words, speak
more clearly and use pronouns correctly. When I leave DAS I will miss the environment, learning
in a small group and the helpful teachers. My advice to all students is to study hard and to start
soon.

Callie: When I was in primary school, I had problems with reading and writing and I couldn’t
differentiate ‘b’ from ‘d’. I am very thankful to Ms Celine for her guidance and my current teacher
Ms Cindy who is nice and caring. I am able to read and write better now.
Cindy Tan (Educational Therapist): Callie is a thoughtful and sensible student who strives hard
to achieve her goals. Despite her learning difficulties, she persists on and never gives up easily.
Her strong personality will bring her to greater heights in life. You have come a long way and I’m
so proud of you, Callie!

POO CHIN YANG

CALLIE LIM WEN XUAN

Celeste: I have been in DAS for four years already. I have learned sounds, have done
comprehension exercises and composition writing in DAS. I am grateful to be here in DAS.

Tisha: I have been in DAS for over 5 years. I have learned how to use the skills from my English
class in school. I have also learned more about vowels and how to read properly. I will miss the
teachers who have taught me and the friends that I have made here.

Winnie Wee (Educational Therapist): Despite her challenges, it is evident that Celeste has
been putting in the effort to work on her literacy skills. Throughout her time here, she has made
improvements in both her reading and spelling skills. I believe she has what it takes to better
herself for her future and I wish her the very best with her future endeavours.

Shakthi (Educational Therapist): Tisha is one of the first students I ever taught in DAS. It’s so
bittersweet to see her graduate. It has been lovely to see her grow into the calm, level headed,
lovely person she is today. I wish her all the best and am excited to see all the things she will
continues to excel in.

TISHA CHEW
YING TONG

CELESTE POA SI YING

ONG XUN REN
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Shakthi (Educational Therapist): Chin Yang is a fantastic example of good nature and hard
work. It has been a pleasure to be his teacher. I will miss his detailed updates and enthusiasm.
I wish him the best in his journey and am excited to see his future achievements.

Xun Ren: At the beginning I was shy. As time passed by, I started to open up to my teachers. I
learned many new words and it helped me in my studies like comprehension and letter writing.
I felt the warmth and love from my teachers as they care very much about me. I will miss DAS
when I graduate.

Yong Jian: In my five years here I have learned to write in proper English and it has helped me
a lot in school and during exams. I will miss the teachers who taught me, the friends that I have
made here and waking up early for DAS. To existing students, always give your best and learn
well.

Winnie Wee (Educational Therapist): Xun Ren has certainly come a long way ever since he
first started classes at DAS. He has made tremendous changes in his learning attitude - he now
takes responsibility for his chosen actions and is willing to learn from his mistakes. Words
cannot describe how proud I am of Xun Ren and I wish him the very best in his future
endeavours.

Shakthi (Educational Therapist): Yong Jian is a shining example of exemplary character and
zen. It has been a pleasure to be his teacher. I will miss his weekly dose of humour and his good
nature. I wish him the best in all that he sets his heart on.

CHAN YONG JIAN
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Elson: During my 5 years in DAS, I have learnt to overcome and cope with dyslexia. Despite
having dyslexia, I did not let it affect my studies. I would like to thank all the teachers who have
kindly and patiently helped me in my journey till I graduate from DAS.

Ilhan: I was very shy on the first day of the class. I am quite talkative as the day goes by. I like
going to this class because the teacher is very kind. I will miss DAS after I graduate.
Winnie Wee (Educational Therapist): Ilhan entered DAS only when he was in Secondary 4.
Despite that, he exhibited a willingness to do well and yearned to improve his grades. He shows
positivity towards learning at DAS and has dreams about what he wishes to do in the future.
I wish Ilhan all the best in his future endeavours.

MOHAMED ILHAN BIN
MOHAMED FARHAN

Andy Wang (Educational Therapist): Elson is a respectful and responsible student who always
gives his best. He is self-motivated and always works to improve himself while maintaining a
positive disposition despite the challenges he faces. All the best in your next journey, Elson!

ELSON TAN JUN RUI

Walter: DAS has given me many opportunities to prove myself. Through this journey, I have
learnt a lot and improved in my studies. I am heartened by the fact that I am not alone in this
journey. Thanks to DAS, I have become much better at expressing myself these days.

Jackal: I have enjoyed DAS as I get to know new people, learn new things in class and the
teacher help us when we don’t know about something.

Gillian Tsu (Educational Therapist): One of the traits Walter possesses as a student is the
eagerness to learn. He has come a long way and I am certain that such positivity towards
learning will take him to greater heights in the future. I sincerely hope that he continues to
strive hard and persevere on to achieve his goals.

Andy Wang (Educational Therapist): Jackal is a respectful student and someone who puts in
good effort in his work. His easy-going nature has made him someone I truly enjoy having in
class. All the very best in your next journey, Jackal!

JACKAL LEW

WALTER CHAN
ZHE YANG
Jasper: Even though I’m with DAS for a short period of time, I have learned many things and I
enjoy attending the classes. The skills and knowledge gained have helped me to be a better
reader and writer. I’m thankful to my teacher Ms Cindy for her guidance and support.

Sherng Jie: Thank you DAS and teachers for helping me during the time I had at DAS. I am
happy and appreciative of what you have done.
Andy Wang (Educational Therapist): Sherng Jie is a friendly and well-mannered student who
has made steady progress during his time at DAS. Over the years, he has developed a positive
attitude towards his work and continues to give his best. Keep it up, Sherng Jie!

JASPER CHUA DIN KIAT

LOCK SHERNG JIE

PRITHVIRAAJ S/O
MURUGESAN
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Cindy Tan (Educational Therapist): Jasper is a mature and sensible student who shares his
opinions and knowledge readily with others. He adopts a positive learning attitude and takes
pride in his work. With strong determination and continuous effort, I’m sure you’ll succeed in life.
All the best in your future endeavours, Jasper! Keep going!

Prithviraaj: In DAS, I learned to master the sounds of the letters and how to pronounce them.
DAS was extremely helpful as I have become a better reader, speller and writer, and don’t really
struggle with words as much. There were many friends that I made and I will miss them.

En Qi: I've been with DAS for 8 years and it has been a great journey for me. Miss Harsheeni
always made it a little more interesting with the way she taught and managed us when we got
out of hand. One thing I would always remember from a certain lesson, is to always give others a
chance, because you never know what they may be going through.

Andy Wang (Educational Therapist): Prithviraaj is a sincere, kind-hearted and respectful student who has developed and matured over the years at DAS. He takes great pride in his work and
exhibits ownership over his own learning. I am certain this positive attitude will carry him far. All
the best, Raaj!

Harsheeni Rajoo (Educational Therapist): En Qi is a bright and curious student who is a true
testament to the quote, “You may encounter many defeats, but you must not be defeated.” With
her consistent practice and mighty spirit, she has excelled well both at school and at the DAS. I
wish her the best in her future endeavours!

YUE EN QI
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• NURHAZIRAH BINTE MUHAMAD YAZID
• RIZ U'MAIRAH BINTE MOHAMMED RIZAKI
• NG XIN HUI
• LIM KIM YEE JOHN
• CHEW WAI JIT ASPEN
• LIN KAI XIN CHERYL
• S MOHANRAAM
• DARIUS LOW GENE JASWAN
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Tze Hin: What I like about DAS is that the class is interesting and I am sure my classmates and
friends can corroborate that statement. Sometimes I learn new and intriguing words.
Indubitably, even though English is a terribly hard language to master, the learning experience
here was enjoyable while it lasted.

Ashvin: In my six years with Das, my teachers have helped me a lot in my spelling and
reading. The knowledge I gained has helped me a lot in my school work and I have improved in
my English. I appreciate my teachers for helping me pass my English. Thank you!
Bella Kho (Educational Therapist): Ashvin has an inquisitive mind and will ask questions to
clarify his doubts. He has put in commendable efforts in his work as he seeks to improve his
English language. I hope with his determination to improve, he will continue to work hard for his
future endeavours. Keep going, Ashvin!

Serene Low (Educational Therapist): Tze Hin is a mature learner who is humble about his
strengths and accepting of his flaws. He expresses keenness in self-improvement and is receptive
to correction. Tze Hin actively puts what he learns into application; his self-motivation is
applauded. He is encouraged to continue taking ownership for his learning.

CHUA TZE HIN

ASHVIN S/O K SRAVANAN

Danish: In the ten years that I have been in DAS, I like being here as it motivates me to improve
in my exams. I enjoy joking around with my teacher and friends. I have learnt to use my phonics
when spelling and read longer words by ‘cutting’ them up.

Amir: I have been in DAS for about 1and a half year and I felt that being here was a fun and
rewarding experience. I could see improvement in my English Language, from failing grades to
passing grades, as I tried to apply what I have learned. Thank you, DAS!

Serene Low (Educational Therapist): Despite the fatigue accumulated post-CCA, Danish rarely
misses lessons. He is compliant and puts in effort to complete the assigned tasks though reading
may be tedious for him. He may be of few words but the questions he asks or topic he chooses
to share reveals a person of character.

Mohamed Faisal bin Mohamed @ Adam (Educational Therapist): A self driven student, who
gets along well with his peer, Amir is a joy to teach in class. He has proven to himself that he is
capable of achieving his goals if he put his mind to it. With his determination and perseverance,
Amir is set to take on the challenges ahead of him. All the best Amir!

MUHAMMAD DANISH
BIN KAMARUDIN

AMIR ATHAULLAH BIN
AMIR HAMZAH
Maxx: DAS is likable primarily because the environment is fun, enjoyable and free yet it allows
me to remain focused. Everyone is so open; it doesn’t feel like teachers in a school but casual
people learning from each other. I’ve learnt many new words and different ways to pronounce
words thanks to DAS.

Amirah: I have been in DAS ever since I was Primary 4 and I felt grateful to have DAS classes
because it helps me improve my English well. Especially my essay, I always failed badly and now
it's a passed! Thank you DAS for helping me and have me here!!

Serene Low (Educational Therapist): Maxx is an avid learner who would occasionally quip
‘good-to-know’ facts and philosophical quotes. His witty comments lightens the classroom
atmosphere. His growing independence in reading and writing English sheds hope of him being
able to journey through future transitions and their accompanying stressors with valour and
grace, slowly but surely.

MAXX NG YE KAI

CHARLENE YEO
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Mohamed Faisal bin Mohamed @ Adam (Educational Therapist): Amirah is a cheerful
student and a joy to teach. She has shown perseverance in tackling obstacles that she faced in
her studies. Amirah has grown into an independent learner who is ready to take on any
challenges in life. All the best Amirah!

NURUL AMIRAH BINTE
MOHAMED ALWI
Charlene: During my time in DAS, I always like it when we joked around during the breaks. My
older classmates would make jokes like saying the name “Bruce Lee” to remember the suffix “-ly”.
I really like meeting other students during the student bonding events too.

Dinah: I have been in DAS for 7 years and throughout this journey, I had lots of fun with the
people, especially the teachers. I also learnt a lot in the past 7 years and managed to read
without struggling. Thank you DAS for the past 7 years, I truly enjoyed myself.

Serene Low (Educational Therapist): Charlene livens up the classroom whenever she shares
her opinions and recounts her experiences. Writing may not be her preferred mode of
communication but she expresses herself best through her knack for drawing and painting.
Her future accomplishments are highly anticipated as she pursues her passion for the arts.

Mohamed Faisal bin Mohamed @ Adam (Educational Therapist): Dinah is a sweet and
caring student, who takes her learning seriously. She has shown determination in handling any
challenges she faced. With her passion and enthusiasm towards life, I am confident that Dinah
will leave a positive mark wherever she goes. All the best Dinah!

DINAH IMANINA BTE
MOHD RYMIE
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Benjamin: In the past, my aim has always been to pass my English as it is my weakest subject.
However, after the years in DAS, I started to get better and more than a pass in my English. DAS
also encouraged me to read books instead of comics and now I enjoy reading as a hobby. I am
thankful to DAS for these several years and the memories are unforgettable throughout my life.

Hariz: When I first found out that I am dyslexic, I thought that I have a problem and cannot
achieve my dreams. However, after spending time here, I discovered that even Dyslexic people can
achieve what they wanted in life. DAS has helped me a lot in my studies. I am slowly improving
my English and I would like to thank my teachers here. I will always remember DAS and all that
it has done for me.

Steven Sim (Educational Therapist): Benjamin is a diligent and self-driven student who always
tries his best in class. He actively participated in class discussions and his writing skills has
improved tremendously over the years. He has also gained leadership skills in his senior years in
Secondary school and I wish him every success in his future endeavours!

Steven Sim (Educational Therapist): Hariz has come a long way since I first taught him.
Through his perseverance, his reading and spelling has improved tremendously these part years.
Hariz is also a fast and determined learner who learned how to play the guitar through watching
You-tube videos. With hard work, I am sure Hariz will be able to succeed in his future
endeavours. Keep it up, Hariz!

BENJAMIN YEO EN YEW

MUHD HARIZ BIN
ADY NORISHAM
Maverick: I joined DAS two years ago. I thought it wouldn’t benefit me but it did! Previously, I
couldn’t read well but that’s changed. I’ve made new friends too. The teachers were very patient
and understanding. Without them, I wouldn’t be who I am today. Thank you all who’ve taught
me.

Zhi Min: After attending DAS classes, I am able to read and spell more confidently. I am also
better prepared for my coming N-level examinations. I have enjoyed my lessons at DAS and will
miss the friends that I have spent many memorable time with here.

Hanis Azmi (Educational Therapist): I had the pleasure of teaching Maverick since 2017.
Maverick impressed me with his determination and tireless effort to improve. Throughout the
years, Maverick participated actively in class discussions, and always supported his peers. I am
certain that Maverick is going to continue to do great things in his future.

MAVERICK NIVAR MENON
S/O RAVINDRAN

Steven Sim (Educational Therapist): Zhi Min is a very self-driven and responsible student. She
has improved tremendously in her reading and writing skills since joining DAS. Zhi Min has also
excelled in her school CCA and has become a more confident young lady. Great job, Zhi Min!

TEO ZHI MIN

Sherman: I have been a student of DAS Tampines for the past six years. The difficulties I faced
were spelling and grammar (subject-verb agreement). I have learnt to use strategies such as
syllabication to improve my spelling. I felt that attending DAS classes was fun and enjoyable and
I am pleased with my improvement over the years.

Roshan: I have learnt a lot of things during the past few years here in DAS. DAS has taught me
so much, and I am happy to go for lessons as there is something new to learn every week. I am
going to miss this place a lot once I leave.
Emilyn (Educational Therapist): Roshan has been like a big brother to the others in his class.
He is a sensible boy who is always ready to share his experiences and offer advice to the others
when they share their troubles. Roshan is a bright boy who is capable of so much more when he
puts his heart into it and I hope he will continue to strive hard for what he wants. Keep it up,
Roshan!

Steven Sim (Educational Therapist): Sherman is a responsible and diligent student who tries
his best in class. He actively participates in class discussions and makes great effort to overcome
his weaker areas like spelling. It is heartening to see him do well in school, both academically and
in his CCA. Well done, Sherman!

SHERMAN FRANCIS

NATHAN LIM TECK EN
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MOHAMED ROSHAN
AKTAR
Nathan: When I first started at DAS, I did not know why I came or what is Dyslexia. My mind was
shut down and I do not know what is happening. Later, I realised that I have difficulty in reading
and spelling and that the lessons at DAS was to help me improve my reading and spelling ability.
The classes have really helped me a lot and I have gained many strategies like breaking down the
sounds for reading and spelling. Thank you, DAS.

Aldy: My teachers have helped me improve in my spelling and reading, and I have improved in
my English exams from a grade D to a grade C. I am happy in DAS because my teacher has given
me a lot of motivation in my studies.

Steven Sim (Educational Therapist): Nathan is a diligent and responsible student who attends
class regularly. He puts in effort in all the class activities and his hard work has seen improvements in both his reading and spelling. I am sure with his hard work and positive attitude, he
will be able to achieve his future goals. All the best, Nathan!

Emilyn (Educational Therapist): Aldy’s class and I enjoy listening to him sharing about his
week at school and at the home. He is always seen trying to apply the strategies and concepts
he has just learnt in class in his independent work. With a positive attitude and hard work, Aldy
will be able to achieve his goals. All the best, Aldy!

MOHAMMAD ALDY
SYAH PUTRA
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Shaikh: I will miss the time I spent in DAS because it has only been a very short duration. I have
learnt valuable lessons in DAS and have learnt how to pick up from my mistakes.

Jia Min: My journey in DAS has been wonderful. I have made helpful friends along the way, and I
will always remember these friendships. I would also like to thank all the teachers who have tried
their best to guide me all the time in DAS.

Emilyn (Educational Therapist): Shaikh is well-respected for his quiet composure. He takes on
every given task readily and always tries his best in every activity. He has been a pleasant boy
to teach and I am confident that he will reach great heights in his educational journey. My best
wishes to him!

Jasmine Tse (Educational Therapist): I am proud of Jia Min’s accomplishments the past
few years. It is my privilege to have taught such a motivated and driven learner. Jia Min has
also been an inspiration and role model to her peers. I am sure she will continue to scale great
heights in life.

TAY JIA MIN

SHAIKH MUHAMMAD
SYAHRUL AIMAN
Jing Hui: My time was well-spent in DAS for almost a decade. I still remember myself as being
very shy, having no self-confidence and in a world of my own. I day-dreamed a lot. I would like to
thank the DAS teachers for building my confidence, teaching me skills that enable me to read and
spell competently.

Tong Shand: When I first joined DAS in P1, I felt scared. But I learned how to read and write and
started to enjoy in DAS. I like my friends and the fun I had. I would like to thank my friends and
teachers for supporting me throughout these years at DAS.

Janitha Panicker (Educational Therapist): Jing Hui’s remarkable transformation started years
ago in my classroom. From having had no patience to learn multiple spellings of sounds (his
biggest bane) and losing his temper, he became a skilled and cool scholar. With loads of
encouragement and motivation, he was able to make that positive turn-around successfully.
Cheers to him! I wish him all the best in life.

Jasmine Tse (Educational Therapist): Tong Shand has been a diligent and resilient student
who kept his mind open for feedback and learning. It’s been a joy to have him in class and to see
him try his best in his studies. I wish him the very best for his future endeavours.

VOON TONG SHAND

CHEE JING HUI

Ryan: At 6 years of age, I did not know my ‘ABCs’ and much more. I was then enrolled in DAS
preschool. Today, after a very fruitful 11 years, I consider myself competent in the literacy skills
that my younger self struggled with. I wish to thank all my teachers in DAS who have helped me
achieve success.

Nawfal: I joined DAS to learn to read, and my first teacher was Teacher Jessie. I remember her
lessons where I used the computer to play games on Nessy. I also remember making friends. I
want to thank all my teachers and friends for the good memories I have at DAS.
Jasmine Tse (Educational Therapist): Nawfal has been a diligent student who always did his
best juggling both school work and judo. I have enjoyed our discussions in class where I got to
hear his opinions and sometimes even aspirations for the future. I certainly wish him the very
best for his future endeavours.

Janitha Panicker (Educational Therapist): Ryan has not only become skilled in literacy
matters but also a little more responsible now. His general attitude and aptitude have changed
for the better. From a young and floundering pre-schooler in DAS, to a confident and
knowledgeable young man graduating from DAS. Congratulations! I wish him all the best!

NAWFAL KHAN
SURATTEE BIN FAIZAL

RYAN ONG ZI HENG

Eugenia: I started attending classes at the DAS in Primary 5 when I had problems with reading
and spelling. I have since learnt useful strategies such as finger-spelling and cutting up long
words to help me read and spell better. I would like to thank all the teachers who have taught
me and my classmates from the different classes who made the classes enjoyable. Success has
certainly come a long way for me.

Zi Yan: When I first came to DAS, I could not spell and read. I remember my first classmates
Nawfal and Ashvin. I was ‘blur’ and rather slow in learning, but Teacher Jessie still helped me.
Her fun lessons, games and most importantly passion helped me a lot. Thank you Teacher Jessie.

Siti Asjamiah Asmuri (Educational Therapist): Eugenia was a shy and reserved student when
she first came to me. As the years went by, I had the privilege of observing her growing
confidence and quiet determination to do well in everything that she has taken on, including
her responsibilities as the Deputy Head Prefect in school. May you continue to shine in your own
special ways, wherever the road leads you to. You have certainly come a long way!

Jasmine Tse (Educational Therapist): Ziyan has certainly overcome many challenges and
obstacles throughout his time in DAS. It is heartening to note he has developed some maturity,
awareness and empathy while developing his literacy skills. I wish him the very best in his future
endeavours.

KHAN ZI YAN
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Zi Qi: I came to DAS in Primary Four when I had problems spelling words correctly. I have since
learnt to spell better by cutting up long words into smaller parts. I have made many new friends
in class and like to share jokes with them. Thank you to all my teachers at the DAS for teaching
me and your efforts in making the class enjoyable.

Yong Herng: Before joining DAS, I had issues with my written and spoken English language. I
had problems with spelling and I also had difficulties pronouncing words. DAS has groomed me
to be who I am now. I am grateful to all the teachers whom have helped me, throughout these
six years.

Siti Asjamiah Asmuri (Educational Therapist): Zi Qi was indeed a man of few words when he
first came to me. He has since opened up and is capable of sharing jokes with friends in class.
Despite his quiet demeanour, he is able to demonstrate a good understanding of what he reads
and has a wealth of background knowledge about subjects he is passionate about such as History
and Science. May you find your true calling one day and pursue it with your heart and soul!

Sofia Binte Abdollah (Educational Therapist): Yong Herng is a cheerful and determined
student. He is industrious and eager to learn. He possesses a cheerful and easy-going disposition.
He treats his friends with sincerity and teachers with respect. He has a strong sense of
responsibility and strives hard to do his best.

TAN ZI QI

JORDAN CHUA
YONG HERNG
Cavan: Before I enrolled in DAS, I had difficulties with memorizing and spelling. The teachers
here are patient and understanding. They have guided and supported me tremendously. I am very
grateful to DAS for helping me do better in my English.

Jun Yue: My journey in DAS was a fruitful one. DAS helped me cope with my learning
difficulty greatly, especially with spelling. Attending classes in DAS not only allowed me to forge
new friendships, but it also made me realize that dyslexia can be a gift and as a dyslexic, I am
not less capable.

Sofia Binte Abdollah (Educational Therapist): Cavan is a caring student who takes the
initiative to offer assistance to anyone in need. He must continue to believe in himself and
persevere towards achieving his goals. I hope he will continue to have a positive approach to life
and strive hard for what he wants.

CAVAN WONG

Maheswaree (Educational Therapist): Jun Yue is a conscientious student who always
completes given tasks meticulously. With her positive learning attitude and determination, I am
sure she will reach her full potential. My best wishes to you, Jun Yue!

OH JUN YUE
Silmi: Throughout my journey in DAS, I have learnt to be confident and resilient. Apart from
academic progression, I have also acquired social skills and ways to overcome my dyslexia with
the help of my classmates and teachers. Now, I have a better understanding of the world around
me.

Yong Hwee: I have been in DAS for about a month and I felt that DAS has helped me a lot in a
month. I could see that my English is improving, because I have applied what I learnt in DAS to
my school work. Thank you DAS for all the help in improving my studies.

Sofia Binte Abdollah (Educational Therapist): Silmi is a respectful and courteous student. He
has shown optimism and positivism towards learning. He is thoughtful and inquisitive in person.
He has a very serious attitude towards his studies and works very hard to improve himself. I wish
him all the best in his future endeavours!

Mohamed Faisal bin Mohamed @ Adam (Educational Therapist): Although Yong Hwee only
started his MLP journey in April this year, he has shown to be a fast learner, who adapts well to
his environment. He gets along with his classmates, and is positive towards learning. Continue to
do your best, as you set to take on the challenges of post secondary education. All the best Yong
Hwee!

SILMI FAYYAD BIN
MOHAMAD FARID

SIAU YONG HWEE

Fukushima: My journey in DAS was an awesome experience for me. I got to meet new friends,
teachers and staff. Before joining DAS, I was scared to tell people around me that I cannot spell
or read a lot of words. DAS has helped me a lot with my English and I now have the confidence
to read in front of people. I’m really grateful that I joined DAS.

Yong Zi: Through my years in DAS, I have grown a lot and I am very happy to be in DAS. I have
improved tremendously over the years. I had friends and teachers whom had supported me from
the start, not only in the academics field but in other areas as well.
Sofia Binte Abdollah (Educational Therapist): Yong Zi is a polite and well-behaved student.
He studies sensibly and conscientiously. He is a student with genuine sincerity who opens humbly
to good advice and is always willing to seek self-improvement. He is a consistent student and is
capable of working well, independently.

JAMES CHUA YONG ZI
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Lyn Low (Educational Therapist): Nazuki is an extremely self-driven and resilient student. It
is heartening to see her grow in confidence and become a much more independent learner over
the years. I have really enjoyed teaching her and learning more about her dreams and aspirations
throughout her DAS journey. Keep striving for your goals and never give up, Nazuki!

FUKUSHIMA NAZUKI
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Sabrina: My journey in DAS has taught me a lot of things I didn’t know about. Now I understand
a lot of things better and I know how to use these skills for myself in future. I really appreciate
DAS, teachers and friends as they helped me a lot. Thank you.
Lyn Low (Educational Therapist): Sabrina is a respectful student who always puts in her best
effort in her work. Over the years, she has become an independent learner who takes charge of
her learning. Her resilience and determination have helped to shape her into the self-assured
student she is today. Keep up the positive learning attitude and continue to strive on, Sabrina!

NUR SABRINA
BINTE ALMI

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
• ONG KUN BO
• NURUL SYAHIRAH BINTE AB HADI
• LEE XIN YIN NARELLE
• CHENG CHENGHAO
• DYLAN SINGH BASRA
• KHAALISHAH KHATOO BINTE FAIZAL
• LIN EN YI HELENA
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Anson: It has been great coming to DAS. I learnt so many new things and went home with a
bunch of knowledge. Sometimes, I even got to play fun games after studying. I improved a lot in
my vocabulary and also, the teachers are kind and patient.

Yuan Xin: I have enjoyed my time at DAS. It has helped me improve my English as I know how to
read more words. I have also made new friends here. I would like to thank my DAS teachers for
teaching me.

Lim Yi Qing (Educational Therapist): Anson is a conscientious student who dedicates his time
to improve his studies. As he is a disciplined learner, his English has improved by leaps and
bounds. His determination to excel is an admirable trait that will serve him well in his tertiary
education. Congratulations, Anson and all the best!

Christopher Peh / Karthikeiyan s/o Sivakurunathan (Educational Therapist): Yuan Xin has
shown vast improvement in her literacy skills and has progressed into a confident reader. She
possesses artistic talents such as drawing and dancing. It has been a pleasure teaching Yuan Xin.
Wishing you the very best in your future endeavours, Yuan Xin!

ANSON CHA KAH HAO

ANG YUAN XIN

Daniel: Since coming to DAS, I have improved in my reading and spelling. I have also made new
friends here. I am now learning baking and hope to become a good baker.

Liche: I enjoyed my time here for the past 8 years because the teachers were kind, funny and
very nice to study and chat with. It was relaxing in DAS. It helped me with my English. I used to
be the worst in class but now, I can get an “A” easily.

Christopher Peh (Educational Therapist): Daniel displays a positive mindset towards his
learning and does not shy away from challenges in pursuit of his passion. His relentless effort
to improve his baking skills are evident and through perseverance, I am sure he will achieve his
dream of becoming a successful baker. All the best, Daniel!

Lim Yi Qing (Educational Therapist): Liche is easily one of the most outstanding students I
have. Her excellent attitude towards her learning has catapulted her forward as she put in the
maximum amount of effort to overcome any challenges she faces. Her determination and
willingness to learn will serve her well in the future. Congratulations, Liche!

DANIEL WONG JING EN

WONG LICHE PIRANYA
Edeline: My experience at DAS has been very helpful in coping with my dyslexia. It has taught
me many tips and tricks to help improve my reading and spelling. I would like to thank all my
teachers who have helped me in DAS. Without them, I would never have passed my English
exams.

Keegan: DAS has helped me learn new sounds and vocabulary. My English has since improved
and I have also made good friends. Thank you to my teachers and DAS!

Camillia Churemi (Educational Therapist): Edeline is a sociable and enthusiastic student. She
is popular among her classmates because of her bubbly personality. She is an independent
learner who has made much progress in her academics over the years. With continuous hard
work and positive attitude, she will be able to achieve her goals. All the best for your future
endeavours, Edeline!

EDELINE GOH SI XIAN

Christopher Peh / Karthikeiyan s/o Sivakurunathan (Educational Therapist): Keegan
displays a positive attitude towards his learning and makes the effort to remember new concepts.
He has progressed into a confident reader over the years. Keegan’s cheerful demeanour has also
endeared him to his classmates. Wishing you all the best in your future endeavours, Keegan!

KEEGAN TAN ZHI YONG

Hui Xuan: My experience in DAS has been great, fun and enjoyable. I have learned many useful
skills and also made new friends. DAS has helped me by giving me a lot of practice to improve
in my weak areas. Lastly, I would like to thank my teachers, Miss Camillia and Miss Soofrina, for
helping me.

Javier: I used to fail English during my Primary school days. After coming to DAS, I started to
improve and I am now able to pass my English. I hope to continue my studies at ITE. Thank you,
DAS!

Camillia Churemi (Educational Therapist): Hui Xuan has indeed grown from a shy and
introverted student into a confident young lady who enjoys sharing her experience with her
classmates and teacher. It is heartening to see how much she has improved in terms of literacy
through the four years of grit and consistent hard work. It has been a pleasure being part of
Hui Xuan’s learning journey. I wish you all the best in your future endeavours, Hui Xuan!

NG HUI XUAN
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Christopher Peh (Educational Therapist): It has been gratifying to witness Javier’s
improvement in his literacy skills and self-confidence through the years. By showing a keenness
to learn and putting effort into his work, I have no doubt that Javier will continue to blossom as
he journeys to tertiary education. Congratulations, Javier, and all the best!

JAVIER ONG
YONG HENG
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Srinesh: My experience at the DAS has been amazing. It’s the best place for learning due to my
teacher, Ms Kavitha, who provides a listening ear when I share my struggles. She is very
understanding and fun. I hope I don’t have to graduate but continue with my current class
forever.

Andre: I had a wonderful and astounding journey at the DAS. I’ve learnt so much from my
teacher, Ms Kavitha and also from my fellow classmates. I feel that this journey has improved
myself as an individual with dyslexia and it will truly help me in my future.

T.Kavitha (Educational Therapist): Srinesh is a kind and lovely student who likes to make all
of us laugh during lessons. He has the potential to be successful and has indeed blossomed into
a more confident person. He has also shown tremendous progress in his literacy skills. Keep up
with the good work Srinesh!

T.Kavitha (Educational Therapist): It has been a sheer joy to teach Andre. With a positive
attitude towards his learning, Andre has made tremendous progress in his literacy skills.
I strongly believe that he has a high potential to be successful in his future endeavours. Keep up
with the good work Andre!

SRINESH SASHWIN
S/O SURESH

ANDRE TEH JIN HENG

Ridzuan: Even though I don’t speak much, we managed to bond and became close friends. I’m
glad to be guided by teachers at DAS who has helped me to be confident and taught me that
nothing is impossible if we believe and work hard. Thank you for your understanding towards us.

Xerxes: I am so proud to finally graduate from DAS. In DAS, it was nice to learn my sounds that
helped me improve in my spelling.

T.Kavitha (Educational Therapist): Ridzuan has been a lovely student who is kind and tries to
do his best in his academic tasks. He has indeed blossomed into a more confident person and
has shown improvements in his literacy skills. Keep up with the good work Ridzuan!

MOHAMED RIDZUAN
BIN ERWAN

Nurazlina (Educational Therapist): Xerxes is a creative and bubbly student who comes to class
with interesting stories to share with his peers. His ability to communicate well with his peers
and share his artistic ideas is an admirable quality to have in an individual. I wish him all the
best in his future endeavours.

XERXES CHUNG RUI

Jun Choon: DAS has helped me a lot with my vocabulary and spelling. It has also helped me
with my reading difficulties. I have made lovable friends and have two amazing teachers who
have guided me in my literacy skills, Ms Kavitha and Ms Juzailah. Thank you DAS!

Yuan Jie: This is the only place I can draw with peace, surviving school is hard and the things I
have learned in DAS has made me cope better with my studies in school.
Nurazlina (Educational Therapist): In his years at DAS, Yuan Jie has grown from a quiet and
shy student to a more confident young man with the ability to express himself clearly as well as
to ask inquisitive questions during lessons. I am sure he will use these skills to help him in his
next level of studies. I wish him nothing but the best in his future endeavours.

T.Kavitha (Educational Therapist): Jun Choon is a conscientious student who puts in effort in
his academic tasks. He has indeed made tremendous improvements in his reading, spelling and
writing skills. With a positive attitude to his learning, I believe that he has the potential to be
successful. Keep up the good work Jun Choon!

CHEW JUN CHOON

LIM YUAN JIE

Joon Kit: My DAS journey has been a very memorable experience to me. I have really made new
friends and also the fact that I appreciate all my teachers’ efforts that they have put in order for
us to improve. Thank you DAS!

Ji Rong: After three years of DAS lesson, I am proud to be graduating from DAS. The three year
journey has allowed me to grow and develop skills that has helped me cope with my dyslexia.
Nurazlina (Educational Therapist): I have had the pleasure of teaching Ji Rong for the past 3
years and during this period, Ji Rong has blossomed into a confident young man. His hard work
and perseverance when it comes to doing assigned tasks is a commendable and impressive trait
in an individual. I am sure these qualities will serve him well in his tertiary education. All the
best!

T.Kavitha (Educational Therapist): Joon Kit has made great improvements in his reading,
spelling and writing skills. He has come a long way and has blossomed into a more confident
person. I believe that he has the potential to be successful in life with sheer determination.
Keep up with the good work Joon Kit!

KONG JOON KIT
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Dinie: During these 7 years of DAS, I feel more educated and knowledgeable, now, I can
pronounce difficult words easily by the help of DAS. I have also improved my English results as I
am getting A and B. Thank you DAS!

Trixie: My experience here was worthwhile. I was surrounded by amazing friends and teachers
who willingly helped me with my literacy struggles.
Nurazlina Malik (Educational Therapist): Trixie’s perseverance and determination has paid
off. Today she is a bright young lady who has the confidence and determination to overcome any
challenges. All the best Trixie!

Syahirah (Educational Therapist): Dinie is a jovial and bubbly student who never fails to share
his stories with his peers in class. His determination and perseverance over the years has paid off
successfully as he is now doing extremely well. Congratulations Dinie, I wish you all the best in
your future endeavours!

TRIXIE CHIA WAI YIN

DINIE MATEEN BIN
MOHAMMAD AZMI

Wei Jie: After coming to DAS for 4 years, I managed to improve my English Language and make
friends. I want to thank my teacher for teaching me and improving my English.

Veron: The first time I entered DAS, I thought it was a waste of time and did not know why
I was sent here. However, over the years, I got comfortable and slowly became more relaxed.
Throughout my journey here, I have made more friends and learned a lot and am thankful for it.

Syahirah (Educational Therapist): Wei Jie has grown from a shy and timid student who has
shown a vast improvement in his English language. His hard work and effort is commendable as
he is now much more confident. Congratulations Wei Jie, and all the best!

Syahirah (Educational Therapist): Veron has shown a tremendous improvement in both his
academics and behaviour. His innovative ideas and great ability to think out of the box are his
unique assets. Congratulations Veron and I wish you all the best in your future endeavours!

VERON QUEK
JIN CHENG

ANG WEI JIE

Jun Jie: I have been in DAS for 4 years. I work hard to pass my N level with Teacher Sharyfah’s
guidance. I would like to thank my teacher for supporting me and helping me through this
journey. I will not give up!

Danish: At first, when I entered DAS, I did not know what this place was. But later, I understood
why. I improved my writing and reading and have successfully managed to read those confusing
words I could not read. I thank DAS and its kind teachers for helping me and truly appreciate the
time I spent here.

Sharyfah (Educational Therapist): Jun Jie is a bubbly student. His positive attitude towards
learning makes him a joy to have in class. He will always take part in class discussions and
contributes his ideas and opinions. Jun Jie is very interested in technology and I wish him
nothing but the best in his future!

Syahirah (Educational Therapist): Matured and confident, Danish possesses unique and
creative ideas that often differentiates his work from others. He has shown a tremendous
improvement in his academic results. Congratulations Danish and continue to strive to achieve
your goals!

DANISH BIN MD KAMAL

ENG JUN JIE

Max: I had a wonderful and astounding journey at the DAS, though these 7 years in DAS I have
made an improvement in my English. I have built my confidence in speaking. My teacher,
Sharyfah has given me lots of support in my English and lots of joy in learning. I would like to
thank my teacher and if I never joined DAS, I do not think I would be as confident as I am today.

Ming Jie: DAS has helped me a lot in my English. I feel relaxed and comfortable when I am here.
I felt that the teachers has helped me to understand better in English and helped improve my
vocabulary. DAS is truly a one of a kind place as it helps me to enjoy the process of learning.
Syahirah (Educational Therapist): Throughout his journey in DAS, Ming Jie has learnt to
balance between study and play. He used to struggle to complete his tasks, but now, he takes the
initiative to be responsible for his work and revision. His efforts are truly commendable.
Congratulations Ming Jie and continue to strive hard to achieve your goals!

Sharyfah (Educational Therapist): It has been a sheer joy to teach Max. With a positive
attitude towards his learning and the never give up attitude I believe he will do very well in any
course that he chooses. He has made tremendous progress in his literacy skills. I believe that he
has a high potential to be successful in his future endeavours.
All the best Max!

MAX CHONG RUI YANG
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Danial: It’s been quite fun learning at DAS. I have overcome challenges that I faced such as
differencing q and p or b and d as it gets confusing at times. I felt like my time here was not
wasted and the lessons which I look forward to every week are extremely fun.

Keane: My time in DAS for the past seven years has been a fun and fulfilling experience. I made
many friends and gained a lot of knowledge. DAS has also helped me improve my English.

Syahirah (Educational Therapist): Danial has blossomed into a confident pupil throughout his
time at DAS. He is well-versed and has also displayed tremendous improvement in his literacy
and writing skills. Never stop chasing your dreams and I wish you all the best in your future
endeavours!

Syahirah (Educational Therapist): Keane is a joy to teach in class. He never fails to impress
his classmates and teachers with his stories. Helpful and initiative, he always assists his friends
when they are in need. Congratulations on your graduation and wishing you all the best in your
future endeavours, Keane!

MUHAMMAD DANIAL
BIN DOL

TAN IG JUN KEANE

Zheng Hao: My time in DAS was really fun as I had the chance to learn many words that I did
not understand. DAS has really helped me out a lot in my English and the teachers here are very
kind. I always look forward to coming to DAS for the exciting lessons.

Justin: When I first entered DAS, I was in Primary 2 and now, I am in Secondary 3. Throughout
this 7 years journey, I have seen my English subject results improving every year. I am grateful to
DAS for the great teachers and for the relaxing environment I have when I am here every week.

Syahirah (Educational Therapist): Zheng Hao has gained more confidence in expressing
himself through his writing skills. He is a joy to teach as he is never afraid to ask questions
whenever he has doubts. Keep up the positive attitude and I wish you all the best in your future
endeavours Zheng Hao!

Syahirah (Educational Therapist): Justin has blossomed into a confident boy who
successfully conquered his fear and anxiety in spelling and writing tasks. Congratulations and
well done Justin! Wishing you all the best in your future endeavours!

SOH ZHENG HAO

JUSTIN CHAN
ZHI XUAN
Wen Xi: In DAS, I learnt how to pronounce words properly and more accurately. DAS has helped
me to improve my English tremendously. The teachers here are extremely friendly and patient
with me. Even though at times I may be hard to deal with and very stubborn, I am grateful that
my teacher is still patient with me.
Syahirah (Educational Therapist): Wen Xi possesses a flair for writing creatively and a critical
mind. She has matured and shown a remarkable improvement. She is also an avid reader and
has recently started writing her own stories. I wish you all the best in soaring to greater heights
towards achieving success Wen Xi!

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
• TAN RISLEY
• GNANARUVA KIRUBAGARAN
• TAN JUN HAO BRANDON

NG WEN XI

• NG ZHE EN KEIRAN
Insyirah: DAS is fun and I enjoy going for classes because my teacher and my friends are funny.
They never failed to make me happy. DAS has also helped me to improve my English.

• MUHAMMAD DANIAL BIN MOHD RASUL

Syahirah (Educational Therapist): Insyirah used to be a shy and timid girl who was afraid to
voice out her opinions but now, she is confident girl who is not afraid to share her stories and
jokes with her classmates and teachers. Congratulations and well done Insyirah! Remember to
always soar and never let others bring you down easily!

INSYIRAH BIN MD
AKBAR
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Lin Xin: I feel that after joining DAS, I regained my self-esteem. I learnt to talk and interact with
people more. I’ve also learnt new language skills that can be applied in school.
Harvin (Educational Therapist): Lin Xin demonstrates a strong grasp of current affairs and
always contributed meaningfully to classroom discussions. It has been heartening to see her
overcome personal challenges while continuing to pursue excellence in her academics. Given her
focus and determination, Lin Xin is sure to achieve her fullest potential in future!

TEH LIN XIN

Hyqel: DAS was fun, with people that made the lessons interesting. I liked the lessons because
they were not very boring. Both the teacher and students made every lesson fun and interesting.
I enjoyed DAS over my four years here.
Harvin (Educational Therapist): Hyqel has grown from a mischievous boy to an upright young
man with admirable strength of character. He can always be counted on to make smart choices
and set the right example for others. It was a pleasure teaching Hyqel and I wish him all the best
in his future.

NURERSYAD HYQEL
BIN ISHAM

Seeto: It’s been fun the last four years. I will miss each and every one of you and I will cherish
every moment, both mentally and physically in my brain and heart.
Harvin (Educational Therapist): Seeto has grown into a thoughtful young man with increasing
levels of self-awareness. With a keen interest in amassing general knowledge, he always contributed enthusiastically in class. I am grateful to have had the chance to teach Seeto and I wish him
the greatest of success in following his passion!

SEETO JIN YI

Sean: DAS was fun. I enjoyed my time here.
Harvin (Educational Therapist): Sean’s calming presence was greatly appreciated in the
classroom. Despite being a boy of few words, his sense of humour is evident and he can always
be relied upon to remain objective during discussions. I wish Sean all the best in his future
endeavours!

POLINTAN SEANLEE
QUIOGUE
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Stephanie: DAS has helped me to improve my English and even helped me to win an English
award. My leadership skills also improved as I am able to speak good English with confidence
when giving instruction. Thank you DAS for everything!

Danial: DAS is a place that helps kids with Dyslexia cope with the Singaporean education system
with ease. It is a hopeful place which allows kids to feel something and hopefully become
someone or achieve something in life. Hence, going to DAS will always bring about cheerful
memories.

Jean Kwok (Educational Therapist): Stephanie puts in effort in her work, and it is reflected in
the quality of work she presented. Stephanie is passionate about helping the less-fortunate and
devotes her time volunteering. With her aspirations and her passion, she will definitely be an
active member of the community in the future.

Harvin (Educational Therapist): Danial stood out as a voice of reason and endless source
of wit. Conversations with him are often enlightening. Armed with an abundance of general
knowledge and critical thinking, he never fails to express his views with utmost conviction and
eloquence. He is sure to achieve great things in future!

STEPHANIE ONG
HUI XIN

DANIAL BIN ABDULLAH

Annisa: DAS has taught me interesting things that I can apply in my daily life. The teachers are
cheerful, helpful, and willing to help when I am confused. For the past 6 years, my English,
especially writing and communication, have improved. I am glad that I had joined DAS.

Ismail: During my years in DAS, each of the classes I was in offered something unique. But there
was one similarity among all the classes – the students. From the quiet ones to those who liked
making jokes, they always made my day. I will always remember them.

Jean Kwok (Educational Therapist): Anissa has been a great addition to the class. She is
always eager to learn and she keeps an open mind to differing opinion and ideas of her
classmates. Anissa’s positive attitude towards learning, together with her hard work, will
definitely take her far in life.

Harvin (Educational Therapist): With his strong sense of empathy and compassion, Ismail was
an absolute pleasure to have in class. He was always perceptive in his interactions with others
and brought much joy to his classmates. Given his resilience and positive attitude, he is sure to
do well in future!

NUR ANNISA BTE
SENGNGAR

ISMAIL BIN AMAD
IBRAHIM

Jaden: DAS was fun. I’ll miss all the comedy and antics that went on in class.
Harvin (Educational Therapist): Jaden is an observant and insightful young man who is not
afraid to express his views. He demonstrates awareness of his own strengths and weaknesses
and always tries his best despite personal challenges. Given his determination, he is sure to
achieve his fullest potential and do well in future!

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
• CHAI QIU SHUN NICHOLAS

TAN EN JADEN

Ian: This is a calm and cool place to study and to learn. It really has helped me to improve my
vocabulary and grammar. It also helped in my oral and composition as I am able to express
myself better. DAS has helped me move from disliking English to liking English.
Jean Kwok (Educational Therapist): It has been a pleasure having Ian in my class. His active
participation and unique opinion is always a great addition to our class discussions. With more
confidence in himself, I believe that Ian will definitely have a bright future ahead of him.

IAN NG YANG DA
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Meldon Chua
2018 Special Achievement
Award Winner
Emily Yap
2018 Young Achiever
Award Winner
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CHINESE PROGRAMME

MATHS PROGRAMME

GOH TENG LI REBECA

ONG LI HON RAYE

WONG GUAN CONG

ABDUL AZIZ BIN ABDUL RAZAK

LIM JIE HONG

TAN XI XUAN JAZELLE

MUHAMAD KHAIRIN AFIQ BIN MOHAMED SAZALI

GOH YU JIE

LIM JUN HONG

CHUA WEN LE DECLAN

FONG JIA HUI LEIA

NASH FIRDAUS ZULKIFLI KAI XIANG

KHER KUANG HONG

WONG YEE HERNG

KARTIK KUMAR S/O SASHIKUMAR RATHAKRISH-

KOH KAI ZE GLENNARD

TAN HAN SIANG JARRELL

NG ZHE XUAN IAN

NANA

SHERISE YING

CHIN SHIRUI VALEREE

ONG JUN HAN CYRUS

MUHAMMAD HAZIQ SYAZWAN BIN ISHAK

CHAN GUAN YU IVAN

LEE KAI JIE ISAAC

KHOO KAH YING BELLE

LIM MIN LAUREN

KOH HAN QI CHARLOTTE

PREP 2 PSLE PROGRAMME
(Formerly known as English Exam Skills)

WONG YAN YEE JANE

PEH YONG XIN

SEOW JIA HAN KOEN

PEH EN LING

TAN TIAN LE BENSON

CHIA ZHI XIANG KANE

KOW KAI JUN CAYDEN

HARITH THULIN

TAN YU EN ISAAC

PEH YONG XIN

LEE YAN LIANG JADEN

NG TZAR YIN JAVIER

TEO JOEY

ERH JIE RUI JAIRUS

CHONG KAM LOK

LIM JUN HAO GABRIEL

MUHAMMAD ISA BIN FAISAL

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE THERAPY PROGRAMME
CHEN ZI TONG

SPEECH AND DRAMA ARTS PROGRAMME

PRESCHOOL PROGRAMME
OH XIN EN PHOEBE

ANG XI XIANG JOHANN

JING DE ANDREWYEOW

ANG XI WEI JOEL

XUAN LUOLEONG

BREYONN LIM YU EN

NATASCHA BRINKMAN

LOW YU CHENG ETHAN

ZANDER PETER EDMUND MULLINS

FRANKLIN YOON

JAYDEN YEO
CHEW YUN XUAN
FOO SHAO YANG
ONG YI JIE XAVIER
CHEAH SOPHIE

SPECIALIST TUTORING
POPPY MEI
MICHAEL NG
LUCAS GIORGIS
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MOHAMMAD RAZIQ BIN MOHAMMAD RAZALI

CHU YOUNG-HAN NICHOLAS

Raziq: Ms Camillia have been very nice and thoughtful towards me knowing that i have difficulty in
learning. Not only was she patient with me but she constantly motivate me to do better everyday.
I would like to thank Ms Camillia for not giving up on me and pushes me all the way till the end of
PSLE.

Nicholas: I would like to thank my parents for their constant guidance and encouragement, as well
as everyone else who has supported me in one way or another. It is truly a honor to receive this
award. There is one important person I’d like to give a special shout out to my DAS teacher
Ms Seow Li, who had taught me for almost four years. Thank you for being so caring and patient,
never getting frustrated at me even though I take long time to understand concepts. Thank you for
being so selfless, sacrificing your personal time during holidays to hold extra classes for students.
I really appreciate all that you have done for me and my peers teacher Seow Li!! Thank you.

"My journey in DAS have been amazing. The learning environment was not too fast pace and i was
able to improve myself because of DAS. My grades have improved tremendously ever since i joined
DAS, and i am very grateful for that."
Ms Camillia Churemi: Raziq is passionate about silat (Malay martial art). He has been winning
silver and gold medals in national and international silat competitions since 2017. His most recent
win was in August where he joined the 7th Singapore Open Pencak Silat Championship 2019 and
bagged a gold medal.
Despite his commendable achievements, he has always been a humble and respectful gentleman to
his teachers and friends which has made him well-liked in class. It has been an honour to witness
this champion’s triumphs. He truly deserves to win the Youth Achievement Award this year.
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Ms Ang Seow Li: Nicholas excelled both academically and in his Co-Curricular Activity. On top of
achieving 238 for his PSLE score, he was awarded the Edusave Award for Achievement, Good
Leadership and Service (EAGLES). This award is given to only 10 percent of students who have
demonstrated leadership qualities, service to community and schools, excellence in non-academic
activities, and good conduct. Furthermore, he was also awarded the Edusave Character Award (ECHA)
which is given up to 2 percent of students who have demonstrated exemplary character and
outstanding personal qualities through behaviours and actions. Nicholas also clinched the
distinguished Akela Award. The award is the highest honour for a Cub Scout in Singapore. At DAS, he
is always ready to render assistance to anyone in need and will consider the needs of others before
his. As a conscientious worker, he will take the initiative to complete the tasks and that has inspired
his peers to strive harder. Indeed, his selfless attitude has made him a role model for peers to
emulate and as a worthy recipient of the Special Achievement Award.
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AMELIA RAE-LENE CHUA
SINGAPORE SPORTS SCHOOL
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Amelia: “I used to be easily frustrated with reading, writing and spelling, but
journeying with DAS for 6 years has helped me so much. More than just schoolwork,
my DAS teachers have taught me to love myself even with the different learning needs
that I have. And I now know my weaknesses can become strengths if I allow them to.
Siti Nadiah bte Mohd Shafie Maskon (Educational Therapist): Amelia Chua is a
pleasant and hardworking girl who possesses unwavering strength beneath her gentle
disposition. She exhibits true dedication for skating as she always looks forward to
her trainings on early Saturday mornings before attending DAS lessons. Despite the
intense physical activity she had just done, she still manages to power through and
maintain her focus in class like a champion.
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Soofrina joined the DAS Association in early 2012 and
is now the EdTech Coordinator for the ELL Division
and also a Senior Educational Therapist, teaching the
Main Literacy Programme (MLP). Through working with
dyslexic learners, Soofrina developed the interest to
incorporate educational technologies in the MLP lessons
to make the learning and teaching both efficient and
within reach for all. Guided by the mantra "As slow
as we must but as fast as we can", Soofrina explored
classroom differentiation using EdTech tools and now
passionately shares knowledge for the professional
development of teaching colleagues.
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With a Bachelor's Degree in Economics and Finance,
Soofrina pursued post-graduate studies in Special
Educational Needs and is currently sponsored by DAS to
complete her Master of Arts (Instructional Design and
Technology) in National Institute of Education (NIE).
"My drive for professional development resonates with
the work culture of the DAS; that is to not limit my
challenges but to challenge my limits. The exposure,
teamwork and professional recognition of talents in
the DAS allows me to delve deeper into the areas I am
passionate about."

Muzdalifah has been with the DAS since 2012. She
provides intervention for learners with dyslexia on the
Main Literacy and Speech & Drama Arts (SDA)
programmes. Currently, she is the Programme Manager
for SDA programme. Apart from teaching literacy and
drama classes, her responsibilities include overseeing
and leading a team in developing curriculum and
teaching resources, ensuring the quality of the
programme and overseeing the aspects of SDA
performances in DAS events or showcases. In addition,
Muzdalifah also conducts drama workshops for students
in MOE schools.
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Muzdalifah has a strong interest in the social-emotional
development in children with learning difficulties. She
had presented her work in conferences and hopes to
inspire her students to believe in themselves as unique
individuals who possess boundless capabilities
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l.ead.me/
bb0Q3j
To view photos from this event,
please head on to our Facebook.

